NC COASTAL RESOURCES COMMISSION
July 12-13, 2016
NOAA/NCNERR Administration Building
Beaufort, NC
The State Government Ethics Act mandates that at the beginning of any meeting the Chair remind all the members of their duty to avoid
conflicts of interest and inquire as to whether any member knows of any conflict of interest or potential conflict with respect to matters
to come before the Commission. If any member knows of a conflict of interest or potential conflict, please state so at this time.

Tuesday, July 12th
10:00 COASTAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING (TBD)

Debbie Smith, Chair

1:15

COMMISSION CALL TO ORDER* (Auditorium)
• Roll Call
• Chair’s Comments

Frank Gorham, Chair

1:30

VARIANCES
• Variance Procedures Overview
•

•
•
•

Engel - (CRC-VR-16-01), Oak Island, Development seaward of vegetation line
Davenport - (CRC-VR-16-02), Oak Island, Development seaward of vegetation line
Wade - (CRC-VR-16-03), Snead’s Ferry, 30’ buffer
Tentative - Picha - (CRC-VR-16-04), Ocean Isle Beach, Sandbags

3:30

BREAK

3:40

COASTAL RESERVE
• 15A NCAC 7O NC Coastal Reserve – Legislative Periodic Review of
Existing Rules (CRC-16-27)

4:00

5:00

Rebecca Ellin

Frank Gorham, Chair
ACTION ITEMS
• Approve Fiscal Analysis 15A NCAC 7H .0306 Grandfathering Provisions
Tancred Miller
for Multi-Family and Commercial Oceanfront Structures (CRC-16-28)
• Adopt 15A NCAC 7H .1801; 7H .1802; 7H .1804; 7H .1805 Beach Bulldozing
General Permit and 15A NCAC 7H .2505; Emergency General Permit
• Public Comments and Adoption of 15A NCAC 7H .2704; 7H .2705; 7H .2701 – Daniel Govoni
Marsh Sill General Permit (CRC-16-31)
•

4:30

Mary Lucasse
Tara MacPherson, Christine Goebel
Tara MacPherson, Christine Goebel
Tara MacPherson, Christine Goebel
Sean Farrell, Christine Goebel

Adopt 15A NCAC 7H .0205 Coastal Wetlands

CLOSED SESSION
• Nies v. Emerald Isle - (409PA15) Amicus Brief regarding public trust rights

Mary Lucasse
Christine Goebel

RECESS

Wednesday, July 13th
9:00

9:30

COMMISSION CALL TO ORDER* (TBD)
• Roll Call
• Chair’s Comments
• Approval of May10-11, 2016 Meeting Minutes
• Executive Secretary’s Report
• CRAC Report
CRC SCIENCE PANEL
• CRC Science Panel – Inlet Hazard Areas Scope of Work (CRC-16-29)

Frank Gorham, Chair

Frank Gorham, Chair
Braxton Davis
Debbie Smith, Chair

Ken Richardson

10:00 COASTAL ENVIRONMENT
• Groundwater Resources and Issues in Coastal NC: Challenges and Solutions

Dr. Richard K. Spruill,
East Carolina University

11:00 BREAK
11:15 NC PORTS
• NC Ports Authority

Paul Cozza,
Chief Executive Officer,
NC Ports Authority

12:15 LUNCH
1:45

PUBLIC INPUT AND COMMENT

Frank Gorham, Chair

2:00

CRC RULE DEVELOPMENT
• Proposed Amendments to Sandbag Rules (CRC-16-30)
• Commission Discussion

Mike Lopazanski

3:00

OLD/NEW BUSINESS
• 2017 Meeting Schedule

3:15

ADJOURN

Frank Gorham, Chair

Executive Order 34 mandates that in transacting Commission business, each person appointed by the governor shall act always in the best interest of the
public without regard for his or her financial interests. To this end, each appointee must recuse himself or herself from voting on any matter on which the
appointee has a financial interest. Commissioners having a question about a conflict of interest or potential conflict should consult with the Chairman or
legal counsel.

* Times indicated are only for guidance and will change. The Commission will proceed through the agenda until completed.

N.C. Division of Coastal Management
www.nccoastalmanagement.net

Next Meeting: September 13-14, 2016; Wilmington

TO:

The Coastal Resources Commission

FROM:

Christine A. Goebel, Assistant General Counsel

DATE:

June 28, 2016 (for the July 12-13, 2016 CRC Meeting)

RE:

Variance Request by Mark and Kellyanne Engel (CRC-VR-16-01)

Petitioners Mark and Kellyanne Engel (“Petitioners”) own an oceanfront lot on the west
end of the Town of Oak Island. The property is located within the Commission’s Ocean Hazard
Area of Environmental Concern (“AEC”). On January 21, 2016, Petitioners, through counsel,
filed a CAMA Minor Permit application in order to deck over a hole in an oceanfront deck which
used have a swimming pool in it until the pool was undermined and removed. On February 12,
2016, the Town of Oak Island’s Coastal Area Management Act (“CAMA”) Local Permitting
Officer (“LPO”) denied Petitioner’s CAMA Minor Permit application as it was inconsistent with
the applicable setback rules, where the remaining pool deck is currently waterward of the
vegetation line. On March 10, 2016, Petitioners, though counsel, filed this variance petition in
order to have the oceanfront setback rules varied so they could deck over the hole in the deck, as
proposed in their permit application.
The following additional information is attached to this memorandum:
Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:
Attachment E:

Relevant Rules
Stipulated Facts
Petitioner’s Positions and Staff’s Responses to Variance Criteria
Petitioner’s Variance Request Materials
Stipulated Exhibits including powerpoint

cc(w/enc.):

Gary Lawrence, Petitioners’ Attorney, electronically
Mary Lucasse, Special Deputy AG and CRC Counsel, electronically
Donna Coleman, Town of Oak Island CAMA LPO, electronically
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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES

APPENDIX A

15A NCAC 07H .0301 OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORIES
The next broad grouping is composed of those AECs that are considered natural hazard areas along
the Atlantic Ocean shoreline where, because of their special vulnerability to erosion or other
adverse effects of sand, wind, and water, uncontrolled or incompatible development could
unreasonably endanger life or property. Ocean hazard areas include beaches, frontal dunes, inlet
lands, and other areas in which geologic, vegetative and soil conditions indicate a substantial
possibility of excessive erosion or flood damage.

15A NCAC 07H .0302 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORY
(a) The primary causes of the hazards peculiar to the Atlantic shoreline are the constant forces
exerted by waves, winds, and currents upon the unstable sands that form the shore. During storms,
these forces are intensified and can cause significant changes in the bordering landforms and to
structures located on them. Ocean hazard area property is in the ownership of a large number of
private individuals as well as several public agencies and is used by a vast number of visitors to
the coast. Ocean hazard areas are critical, therefore, because of both the severity of the hazards
and the intensity of interest in the areas.
(b) The location and form of the various hazard area landforms, in particular the beaches, dunes,
and inlets, are in a permanent state of flux, responding to meteorologically induced changes in the
wave climate. For this reason, the appropriate location of structures on and near these
landforms must be reviewed carefully in order to avoid their loss or damage. As a whole, the
same flexible nature of these landforms which presents hazards to development situated
immediately on them offers protection to the land, water, and structures located landward
of them. The value of each landform lies in the particular role it plays in affording protection to
life and property. (The role of each landform is described in detail in Technical Appendix 2 in
terms of the physical processes most important to each.) Overall, however, the energy dissipation
and sand storage capacities of the landforms are most essential for the maintenance of the
landforms' protective function.
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15A NCAC 07H .0303 MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE OF OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) The CRC recognizes that absolute safety from the destructive forces indigenous to the Atlantic
shoreline is an impossibility for development located adjacent to the coast. The loss of life and
property to these forces, however, can be greatly reduced by the proper location and design of
structures and by care taken in prevention of damage to natural protective features particularly
primary and frontal dunes. Therefore, it is the CRC's objective to provide management policies
and standards for ocean hazard areas that serve to eliminate unreasonable danger to life and
property and achieve a balance between the financial, safety, and social factors that are involved
in hazard area development.
(b) The purpose of these Rules shall be to further the goals set out in G.S. 113A-102(b), with
particular attention to minimizing losses to life and property resulting from storms and longterm erosion, preventing encroachment of permanent structures on public beach areas,
preserving the natural ecological conditions of the barrier dune and beach systems, and
reducing the public costs of inappropriately sited development. Furthermore, it is the
objective of the Coastal Resources Commission to protect present common-law and statutory
public rights of access to and use of the lands and waters of the coastal area.

15A NCAC 07H .0304 AECS WITHIN OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
The ocean hazard AECs contain all of the following areas:
(1) Ocean Erodible Area. This is the area where there exists a substantial possibility of excessive
erosion and significant shoreline fluctuation. The oceanward boundary of this area is the mean low
water line. The landward extent of this area is determined as follows:
(a) a distance landward from the first line of stable and natural vegetation as defined in 15A NCAC
07H .0305(a)(5) to the recession line established by multiplying the long-term annual erosion rate
times 60; provided that, where there has been no long-term erosion or the rate is less than two feet
per year, this distance shall be set at 120 feet landward from the first line of stable natural
vegetation. For the purposes of this Rule, the erosion rates are the long-term average based on
available historical data. The current long-term average erosion rate data for each segment of the
North Carolina coast is depicted on maps entitled “2011 Long-Term Average Annual Shoreline
Rate Update” and approved by the Coastal Resources Commission on May 5, 2011 (except as such
rates may be varied in individual contested cases, declaratory, or interpretive rulings). In all cases,
the rate of shoreline change shall be no less than two feet of erosion per year. The maps are
available without cost from any Local Permit Officer or the Division of Coastal Management on
the internet at http://www.nccoastalmanagement.net; and (b) a distance landward from the
recession line established in Sub-Item (1)(a) of this Rule to the recession line that would be
generated by a storm having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.
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15A NCAC 07H .0306 GENERAL USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) In order to protect life and property, all development not otherwise specifically exempted or
allowed by law or elsewhere in the Coastal Resources Commission’s rules shall be located
according to whichever of the following is applicable:
(1) The ocean hazard setback for development is measured in a landward direction from the
vegetation line, the static vegetation line, or the measurement line, whichever is applicable.
(2) In areas with a development line, the ocean hazard setback line shall be set at a distance in
accordance with Subparagraphs (a)(3) through (9) of this Rule. In no case shall new development
be sited seaward of the development line.
(3) In no case shall a development line be created or established below the mean high water line.
(4) The setback distance shall be determined by both the size of development and the shoreline
long term erosion rate as defined in Rule .0304 of this Section. “Development size” is defined by
total floor area for structures and buildings or total area of footprint for development other than
structures and buildings. Total floor area includes the following:
(A) The total square footage of heated or air-conditioned living space;
(B) The total square footage of parking elevated above ground level; and
(C) The total square footage of non-heated or non-air-conditioned areas elevated above ground
level, excluding attic space that is not designed to be load-bearing.
Decks, roof-covered porches, and walkways are not included in the total floor area unless they are
enclosed with material other than screen mesh or are being converted into an enclosed space with
material other than screen mesh.
(5) With the exception of those types of development defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0309, no
development, including any portion of a building or structure, shall extend oceanward of the
ocean hazard setback distance. This includes roof overhangs and elevated structural components
that are cantilevered, knee braced, or otherwise extended beyond the support of pilings or footings.
The ocean hazard setback is established based on the following criteria:
(A) A building or other structure less than 5,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 60 feet
or 30 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
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15A NCAC 07H .0309 USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS: EXCEPTIONS
(a) The following types of development shall be permitted seaward of the oceanfront setback
requirements of Rule .0306(a) of the Subchapter if all other provisions of this Subchapter
and other state and local regulations are met:
***
(3) elevated decks not exceeding a footprint of 500 square feet;
(4) beach accessways consistent with Rule .0308(c) of this Subchapter;
(9) swimming pools.
In all cases, this development shall be permitted only if it is landward of the vegetation line
or static vegetation line, whichever is applicable; involves no alteration or removal of primary
or frontal dunes which would compromise the integrity of the dune as a protective landform or the
dune vegetation; has overwalks to protect any existing dunes; is not essential to the continued
existence or use of an associated principal development; is not required to satisfy minimum
requirements
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STIPULATED FACTS

ATTACHMENT B

1.
Petitioners Mark and Kellyanne Engel (“Petitioners”) are the owners of an oceanfront lot
and home, located at 6601 West Beach Drive in Oak Island, Brunswick County, North Carolina
(the “Site”). The deed for the sale of the Site was recorded on April 17, 2014 in the Brunswick
County Registry, a copy of which is attached as a Stipulated Exhibit. This deed transferred Lot 5
and the eastern half of Lot 6, Block 135 of King’s Lynn of Long Beach (now Oak Is.), as shown
on Map Book 3, Page 113.
2.
Between 2014 when Petitioners purchased the Site and 1974, there are six deeds
transferring the Site which all describe the property as Lot 5 and the eastern half of Lot 6, Block
135 of King’s Lynn of Long Beach as shown on Map Book 3, Page 113 of the Brunswick
County registry. See deeds recorded at deed 3518/1382 in 2014, deed 1754/397 in 2003, deed
562/893 in 1984, deed 369/44 in 1977, and deed 317/514 in 1974. Copies of these deeds are
attached. None of these deeds purport to transfer riparian rights.
3.
In the deed dated July 1, 1960 and recorded at Deed Book 150, Page 737 of the
Brunswick County Registry, a copy of which is attached, the Grantors Jetton King and wife
Mary King, and L.P. McLendon Jr. and wife Mary I. McLendon transferred to the Grantees
Melvin and Jane Anne Clanton, Lot 5 and the eastern half of Lot 6, Block 135 of King’s Lynn
and also state “It is the intent and purpose of this deed to convey to the parties of the second part
both riparian and accretive rights incident to the ownership of said lands.”
4.
Map Book 3, Page 113 has no indications on it that riparian rights were being transferred
with the individual lots, and shows the Site as having 150’ long side boundaries. A copy of this
Map is attached.
5.
The Site is located within the Ocean Erodible Area of Environmental Concern (AEC).
The Site is NOT located within the Inlet Hazard AEC and the boundary of the Inlet Hazard AEC
is approximately 0.15 miles to the west of the Site. N.C.G.S. 113A-118 requires that a CAMA
permit be obtained before any development takes place in an AEC, on the Site or otherwise.
6.
Current conditions on the Site include an existing two-story piling-supported residence
with a heated area of 3,898 square feet, and a non-heated area of 1,010 square feet per the tax
card, a copy of which is attached. The Site also has an existing beach accessway and deck at the
waterward end of the walkway.
7.

The Commission’s current Average Annual Erosion Rate for the Site is 2-feet per year.

8.
This portion of Oak Island where the Site is located is NOT located within the bounds of
a large-scale beach nourishment project and so is NOT subject to a static vegetation line (while
other parts of Oak Is. are subject to a static vegetation line). The applicable measurement line is
the first line of stable and natural vegetation (FLSNV) per 15A NCAC 07H .0305 (a)(5) and
(a)(9).
9.
Currently, the FLSNV is located landward of the deck, and an approximation of this line
can be seen in the powerpoint. In the attached powerpoint, a 2014 aerial photograph shows the
6
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deck landward of the FLSNV and a January 26, 2016 aerial photograph shows the deck
waterward of the FLSNV. The applicable 60-foot setback currently bisects the house, based on
the current location of the FLSNV.
10.
Based on the applicable 2 feet per year erosion rate, the applicable Ocean Hazard Setback
for development on this Site, being a structure less than 5,000 square feet is 60-feet landward of
the FLSNV.
11.
The Commission’s rules at 15A NCAC 07H .0309 allow for some development within
the setback, but all must be landward of the FLSNV, including elevated decks not exceeding a
footprint of 500 square feet, beach accessways, and gazebos. Pursuant to 15A NCAC 07H
.0306(a)(5) and .0309(a), no development is allowed waterward of the FLSNV.
12.
On or about February 15, 2006, the prior owners of the Site, Fran & Paula Daily, applied
for a CAMA Minor Permit through their agents Southland Construction Company, Inc., to
develop the house, septic, driveway and a swimming pool. A copy of the application materials is
attached. On March 8, 2006, the Oak Island LPO Ms. Coleman, responded with a letter
identifying materials their application was lacking. On June 6, 2006, the LPO issued CAMA
Minor Permit OI-06-18 authorizing, among other things, a deck, walkway and pool within the
oceanward deck on the Site located landward of the FLSNV as located on November 11, 2005. A
copy of this permit and the site plan are attached. The site plan shows the waterward property
line bisecting the waterward deck with the pool in it.
13.
Between its installation in 2006 and the present, sand underneath the pool washed away
and the pool was left unsupported. Since their purchase in 2014, Petitioners had the pool
removed and now there is an existing hole, approximately 8’8” by 20’4” in the deck where the
pool used to be. This can be seen in attached site photos.
14.
On or about January 21, 2016, Petitioners, through their attorney Gary Lawrence, applied
for a CAMA Minor Permit in order to “board up the hole left when the pool moved.” A copy of
the application materials is attached. While there were references to a hot tub on the site plan, no
hot tub is proposed as part of this variance.
15.
On the site plan used for the 2016 permit application, the waterward property line is
shown to bisect the deck where the pool was located. The site plan also shows that the
“vegetation line” is located landward of the deck at issue. A copy of this site plan is attached.
16.
When Petitioners purchased the Site, the realtor and closing attorney indicated that the
property line bisected the existing deck, but that unless the deck was destroyed more than 50%,
they could repair the structure.
17.
DCM lacks jurisdiction to make determinations of property ownership and made no such
determination by either processing the Petitioners’ various permit applications or by proceeding
with the variance process.
18.
The deck at issue is 16’ by 30’ and the existing squared-off hole is approximately 8’8” by
20’4” or approximately 176 square feet.
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19.
The CAMA LPO for the Town of Oak Island received no objections or comments
regarding Petitioners’ CAMA Minor Permit application from the public or adjacent owners.
20.
On February 12, 2016, the Town of Oak Island’s CAMA LPO denied Petitioners’ permit
application as it was inconsistent with the Commission’s rules at 15A NCAC 07H .0309(a)(3) as
the site of the proposed development is located seaward of the 1998 static line. However, this
Site is not located within an area subject to the static line. The static line’s application ends
approximately 0.25 miles west of the Site. The parties stipulate that the mention of the 1998
static line in the denial letter was incorrect, and the denial should have been based on .0309(a)
and .0306(a) in that no development is authorized waterward of the FLSNV.
21.
On March 10, 2016, Petitioners, through their counsel Gary Lawrence, filed this variance
petition seeking a variance from the Commission’s rules which prohibit development seaward of
the “vegetation line” (in this case, the FLSNV).
22.
In the spring of 2015, Petitioners planted dune vegetation seaward of their residence in an
effort to stabilize the area, but these plantings are not yet considered stable or natural vegetation
as those terms are used in the definition of a FLSNV. These plantings can be seen in the
powerpoint slide.
23.
There are houses with sandbags less than two years old and issued pursuant to a 2014
variance (to Golob, et al), approximately 125 feet to the west of the Site. These houses can be
seen on the powerpoint slides.
24.
Aerial and ground-level site photographs are attached as exhibits which depict the Site,
Petitioners’ home and deck, and the surrounding lots and homes.
25.
In this matter, the Division of Coastal Management is represented by Christine Goebel,
Assistant General Counsel for DEQ. The Petitioner is represented by Gary Lawrence, Esq. of
Southport.
Stipulated Exhibits
1. 2014 Deed to Petitioners recorded at Book 3518, Page 1382
2. Map Book 3, Page 113 sowing this site
3. Back deeds to the property including:
a. 2003 deed at 1754/397
b. 1984 deed at 562/893
c. 1977 deed at 369/44
d. 1974 deed at 317/514
4. 1960 Developer’s deed at 150/737
5. Tax Card for Petitioner’s Site
6. 2006 Daily CAMA minor permit application and Site Plan
7. CAMA Minor Permit OI-06-18 issued February 15, 2006 to Daily
8. 2016 CAMA Minor Permit application for Petitioners including Site Plan
9. February 12, 2016 CAMA Permit Denial Letter to Petitioners
10. Powerpoint with aerial and ground level site photographs
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PETITIONERS’ and STAFF’S POSITIONS

I.

ATTACHMENT C

Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the
petitioner must identify the hardships.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
At the time Petitioners purchased the property, there existed a boardwalk from the house, over the
dune ridge, to a deck with steps down to the beach. The deck had a prefabricated swimming pool
in the middle of the deck. Over time, the sand underneath the pool washed away and the pool was
left hanging from the deck. Petitioners removed the pool and are left with a deck with a sizeable
hole in the middle. Petitioners desire to cover this hole with deck boards. If Petitioners cannot take
this action, they are left with a real safety hazard. This is true not only for Petitioners and their
guests, but anyone walking on the beach who might come on the deck to enjoy the view.
Staff’s Position: No.
Petitioners seek a variance from the Commission’s oceanfront setback rules, which prohibit
development waterward of the First Line of Stable and Natural Vegetation (FLSNV) except in the
limited cases of oceanfront piers providing public access and state-owned bridges. While there are
some exceptions (15A NCAC 07H .0309) to the oceanfront erosion setback rules (60-feet
landward from FLSNV in this case), that allow limited development within the setback area, the
listed structures must be located landward of the FLSNV. Structures allowed within the setback
area include swimming pools, beach accessways, and 500 square feet of decking. Those
exceptions are how the existing swimming pool with decking and the beach accessway were
permitted in 2006. However, the Commission’s rules regarding the Ocean Hazard AEC
acknowledge that shoreline erosion is part of the oceanfront system, and the intent of the rules is
“minimizing losses to life and property resulting from storms and long-term erosion, preventing
encroachment of permanent structures on public beach areas, preserving the natural ecological
conditions of the barrier dune and beach systems, and reducing the public costs of inappropriately
sited development” (15A NCAC 07H .0303(b)).
Staff contend that while Petitioners face a hardship by not being able to deck over the hole left by
the undermined swimming pool and admittedly causing safety concerns, given the oceanfront
erosion on the lot which undermined the pool and caused the vegetation to move landward so that
the remaining pool deck is located waterward of the vegetation line and on the public beach, the
strict application of the Commission’s oceanfront setback rules does not cause Petitioners’
unnecessary hardships. Additionally, Staff note that the remaining deck was intended to serve a
swimming pool which no longer exists, and was not a stand-alone deck.
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II.

Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner’s property,
such as location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
The existing deck was built prior to Petitioners purchasing the property. The previous owners
obtained a CAMA permit to build the boardwalk and deck, containing the pool. The boardwalk
goes up and over the dune and provides ingress and egress to and from the beach and the residence.
Based on the size of the deck and the size and location of the current hole, the petitioners have a
real safety hazard. The deck as currently exists it is not functional or safe.
Staff’s Position: No.
Staff agrees that the deck was built by the prior owner who received a CAMA permit to construct
the deck. Staff also notes that the portion of the existing boardwalk (or beach accessway) located
landward of the FLSNV is a conforming structure allowed by rule, providing Petitioners access
the beach while limiting impact to the protective dune system. The deck and portion of the
walkway waterward of the FLSNV are non-conforming and not allowed by rule as they now lie
on the public trust beach seaward of the FLSNV. Staff notes that hardship of the shoreline erosion
on the lot, and specifically that which has occurred since Petitioners’ purchase of the lot in 2014,
is not atypical for an ocean shoreline, and is contemplated in the Commission’s rules for the Ocean
Hazard AECs. Staff identify no peculiar conditions on the property which cause Petitioners’
hardship.

III.

Do the hardships result from the actions taken by the Petitioner? Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: No.
The hardship does not result from actions taken by the Petitioners. The deck (with swimming pool)
was built by the Petitioners predecessor in title and was done with a valid CAMA Permit. The
shifting sand caused the pool to become detached from the deck and created a safety issue.
Petitioners seek to correct this situation. Petitioners contend that decking over the hole in the deck
is the most reasonable and practical solution to this problem.
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Staff’s Position: No.
While Staff agree that Petitioners did not cause the erosion of the vegetation line and dune system
on their lot and did not cause the deck to be located waterward of the FLSNV vegetation line,
shoreline erosion, and specifically that erosion which has occurred since Petitioners’ purchase of
the lot in 2014, is not atypical for an ocean shoreline, and is contemplated in the Commission’s
rules for the Ocean Hazard AECs. Staff disagree that decking over the hole in a structure now
located waterward of the FLSNV is the most practical solution.
Staff suggest that Petitioners could also address the safety concerns about the hole in the deck by
removing the deck structure from the public trust beach waterward of the FLSNV, and retaining
the dune accessway. Depending on how much decking Petitioners already have within the setback
area (the first 60-feet of area landward of the FLSNV), Petitioners could construct up to 500 square
feet of elevated decking to replace the use they now propose while meeting the rules, and not siting
new development inappropriately where it is more at risk from long-term erosion and storm events.

IV.

Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit,
purpose, and intent of the rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission;
(2) secure the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice?
Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
The variance requested by petitioners will be consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of the
rules or orders of the Commission; will secure the public safety and welfare; and will preserve
substantial justice. The boardwalk and deck were constructed prior to Petitioners purchasing the
property; and was done under a valid CAMA permit. Due to the removal of the pool, there is a
safety concern. Decking over this hole will eliminate this safety issue and help preserve the deck.
It is the most logical solution to this issue; will not cause any harm to the surrounding area and is
in keeping with the spirit, purpose and intent of the rules or orders of the Commission.
Petitioners have actively sought to further stabilize the beach dune by planting sea grass in the
area.
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Staff’s Position: No.
Staff contends that granting a variance to Petitioners in order to vary the Commission’s oceanfront
erosion setback rules so that Petitioners can add approximately 176 square feet of new decking is
not consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the Commission’s rules. The Commission’s
rules have provided an oceanfront erosion setback since 1979, and while most structures are
required to meet a setback landward of the FLSNV (in this case, 60-feet), the Commission has
made exceptions to allow limited development within the setback area (See the nine structures
listed in 07H .0309, above). However, the Commission has strictly limited new development
waterward of the FLSNV, allowing only oceanfront piers providing public access and state-owned
bridges (See 07H. 0309(d)). While the additional decking proposed may seem an insignificant
amount of square footage to allow in order to address the safety concerns of the hole in the existing
deck , Staff believe the Commission should strictly enforce the near-ban on new development
waterward of the FLSNV as the Petitioner has other options which include relocating the deck
within the setback area where it is allowed by rule.
Staff contends that granting a variance will not secure public safety and welfare. While granting
a variance in order to allow Petitioners will secure their own welfare and that of their guests,
allowing new development waterward of the FLSNV will not secure public safety and welfare
where the variance would be authorizing inappropriately sited development which can interfere
with the public trust beach, be at greater risk for loss of property of Petitioners and their neighbors
with more structure in harm’s way, and may become a cost to the public if the public will have to
pay to remove the deck as future post-storm debris.
Finally, Staff contends that granting a variance would not preserve substantial justice where the
Commission’s rules already make several exceptions for development which does not have to meet
the oceanfront erosion setback rule, but this “exception to the exceptions” would go further and
allow new development on the public trust beach waterward of the FLSNV.
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ATTACHMENT D:
PETITIONERS’ VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS
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ATTACHMENT E:
STIPULATED EXHIBITS INCLUDING POWERPOINT
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July 13, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality

Engel Variance Request

Google Earth Imagery 10/2014

Department of Environmental Quality
2

Engel Variance Request

Google Earth Imagery 10/2014

Department of Environmental Quality
3

Engel Variance Request

Google Earth Imagery 10/2014
Department of Environmental Quality
4

Engel Variance request

Engel Residence
DCM Aerial Reference Photo
January 29, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality
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Photo taken from rear
of house
March 9, 2016
Department of Environmental Quality
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Existing Pool Deck
Photo taken facing West
April 7, 2016
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Existing Pool Deck
Photo taken facing East
April 7, 2016
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Existing Pool Deck
Photo taken facing North
April 7, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality
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VARIANCE CRITERIA

15A NCAC 07J.0703 (f)

-to grant a variance, the Commission must affirmatively find each of the following
factors listed in G.S. 113A-120.1(a).
(A) that unnecessary hardships would result from strict application of the
development rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission;
(B) that such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property
such as the location, size, or topography of the property;
(C) that such hardships did not result from actions taken by the petitioner; and
(D) that the requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of
the Commission's rules, standards or orders; will secure the public safety and
welfare; and will preserve substantial justice.
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TO:

The Coastal Resources Commission

FROM:

Christine A. Goebel, Assistant General Counsel

DATE:

June 28, 2016 (for the July 12-13, 2016 CRC Meeting)

RE:

Variance Request by Mark A. Davenport (CRC-VR-16-02)

Petitioner Mark A. Davenport (“Petitioner”) owns a lot with his wife on the west end of the Town
of Oak Island. The property is located within the Commission’s Ocean Hazard Area of
Environmental Concern (“AEC”). Since Petitioner purchased the property in 2013, the lot
experienced acceleration in 2014, which necessitated the placement of a “supersized” sandbag
structure in late-2014 and early-2015, and then the existing 3,000 square foot home was destroyed
by fire on October 31, 2015.
On February 16, 2016, Petitioner filed a CAMA Minor Permit application in order to reconstruct
a home of the same size and in the same location as the home lost to the fire. On March 8, 2016,
the Town of Oak Island’s Coastal Area Management Act (“CAMA”) Local Permitting Officer
(“LPO”) denied Petitioner’s CAMA Minor Permit application as it was inconsistent with the
applicable setback rules, where the home would be almost entirely waterward of the current
vegetation line. On May 24, 2016, Petitioner, though counsel, filed this variance petition in order
to have the oceanfront setback rules varied so he could build a new home of the same size, and in
the same location as the one lost in the fire, as proposed in his permit application.
The following additional information is attached to this memorandum:
Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:
Attachment E:

Relevant Rules
Stipulated Facts
Petitioner’s Positions and Staff’s Responses to Variance Criteria
Petitioner’s Variance Request Materials
Stipulated Exhibits including powerpoint

cc(w/enc.):

Meredith Jo Alcoke, Petitioner’s Attorney, electronically
Mary Lucasse, Special Deputy AG and CRC Counsel, electronically
Donna Coleman, Town of Oak Island CAMA LPO, electronically
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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES

APPENDIX A

15A NCAC 07H .0301 OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORIES
The next broad grouping is composed of those AECs that are considered natural hazard areas along
the Atlantic Ocean shoreline where, because of their special vulnerability to erosion or other
adverse effects of sand, wind, and water, uncontrolled or incompatible development could
unreasonably endanger life or property. Ocean hazard areas include beaches, frontal dunes, inlet
lands, and other areas in which geologic, vegetative and soil conditions indicate a substantial
possibility of excessive erosion or flood damage.

15A NCAC 07H .0302 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORY
(a) The primary causes of the hazards peculiar to the Atlantic shoreline are the constant forces
exerted by waves, winds, and currents upon the unstable sands that form the shore. During storms,
these forces are intensified and can cause significant changes in the bordering landforms and to
structures located on them. Ocean hazard area property is in the ownership of a large number of
private individuals as well as several public agencies and is used by a vast number of visitors to
the coast. Ocean hazard areas are critical, therefore, because of both the severity of the hazards
and the intensity of interest in the areas.
(b) The location and form of the various hazard area landforms, in particular the beaches, dunes,
and inlets, are in a permanent state of flux, responding to meteorologically induced changes in the
wave climate. For this reason, the appropriate location of structures on and near these
landforms must be reviewed carefully in order to avoid their loss or damage. As a whole, the
same flexible nature of these landforms which presents hazards to development situated
immediately on them offers protection to the land, water, and structures located landward
of them. The value of each landform lies in the particular role it plays in affording protection to
life and property. (The role of each landform is described in detail in Technical Appendix 2 in
terms of the physical processes most important to each.) Overall, however, the energy dissipation
and sand storage capacities of the landforms are most essential for the maintenance of the
landforms' protective function.
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15A NCAC 07H .0303 MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE OF OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) The CRC recognizes that absolute safety from the destructive forces indigenous to the Atlantic
shoreline is an impossibility for development located adjacent to the coast. The loss of life and
property to these forces, however, can be greatly reduced by the proper location and design of
structures and by care taken in prevention of damage to natural protective features particularly
primary and frontal dunes. Therefore, it is the CRC's objective to provide management policies
and standards for ocean hazard areas that serve to eliminate unreasonable danger to life and
property and achieve a balance between the financial, safety, and social factors that are involved
in hazard area development.
(b) The purpose of these Rules shall be to further the goals set out in G.S. 113A-102(b), with
particular attention to minimizing losses to life and property resulting from storms and longterm erosion, preventing encroachment of permanent structures on public beach areas,
preserving the natural ecological conditions of the barrier dune and beach systems, and
reducing the public costs of inappropriately sited development. Furthermore, it is the
objective of the Coastal Resources Commission to protect present common-law and statutory
public rights of access to and use of the lands and waters of the coastal area.

15A NCAC 07H .0304 AECS WITHIN OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
The ocean hazard AECs contain all of the following areas:
(1) Ocean Erodible Area. This is the area where there exists a substantial possibility of excessive
erosion and significant shoreline fluctuation. The oceanward boundary of this area is the mean low
water line. The landward extent of this area is determined as follows:
(a) a distance landward from the first line of stable and natural vegetation as defined in 15A NCAC
07H .0305(a)(5) to the recession line established by multiplying the long-term annual erosion rate
times 60; provided that, where there has been no long-term erosion or the rate is less than two feet
per year, this distance shall be set at 120 feet landward from the first line of stable natural
vegetation. For the purposes of this Rule, the erosion rates are the long-term average based on
available historical data. The current long-term average erosion rate data for each segment of the
North Carolina coast is depicted on maps entitled “2011 Long-Term Average Annual Shoreline
Rate Update” and approved by the Coastal Resources Commission on May 5, 2011 (except as such
rates may be varied in individual contested cases, declaratory, or interpretive rulings). In all cases,
the rate of shoreline change shall be no less than two feet of erosion per year. The maps are
available without cost from any Local Permit Officer or the Division of Coastal Management on
the internet at http://www.nccoastalmanagement.net; and (b) a distance landward from the
recession line established in Sub-Item (1)(a) of this Rule to the recession line that would be
generated by a storm having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.
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15A NCAC 07H .0306 GENERAL USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) In order to protect life and property, all development not otherwise specifically exempted or
allowed by law or elsewhere in the Coastal Resources Commission’s rules shall be located
according to whichever of the following is applicable:
(1) The ocean hazard setback for development is measured in a landward direction from the
vegetation line, the static vegetation line, or the measurement line, whichever is applicable.
(2) In areas with a development line, the ocean hazard setback line shall be set at a distance in
accordance with Subparagraphs (a)(3) through (9) of this Rule. In no case shall new development
be sited seaward of the development line.
(3) In no case shall a development line be created or established below the mean high water line.
(4) The setback distance shall be determined by both the size of development and the shoreline
long term erosion rate as defined in Rule .0304 of this Section. “Development size” is defined by
total floor area for structures and buildings or total area of footprint for development other than
structures and buildings. Total floor area includes the following:
(A) The total square footage of heated or air-conditioned living space;
(B) The total square footage of parking elevated above ground level; and
(C) The total square footage of non-heated or non-air-conditioned areas elevated above ground
level, excluding attic space that is not designed to be load-bearing.
Decks, roof-covered porches, and walkways are not included in the total floor area unless they are
enclosed with material other than screen mesh or are being converted into an enclosed space with
material other than screen mesh.
(5) With the exception of those types of development defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0309, no
development, including any portion of a building or structure, shall extend oceanward of the
ocean hazard setback distance. This includes roof overhangs and elevated structural components
that are cantilevered, knee braced, or otherwise extended beyond the support of pilings or footings.
The ocean hazard setback is established based on the following criteria:
(A) A building or other structure less than 5,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 60 feet
or 30 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
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15A NCAC 07H .0309 USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS: EXCEPTIONS
(a) The following types of development shall be permitted seaward of the oceanfront setback
requirements of Rule .0306(a) of the Subchapter if all other provisions of this Subchapter
and other state and local regulations are met: [none of these includes a residential structure]
***
In all cases, this development shall be permitted only if it is landward of the vegetation line
or static vegetation line, whichever is applicable; involves no alteration or removal of primary
or frontal dunes which would compromise the integrity of the dune as a protective landform or the
dune vegetation; has overwalks to protect any existing dunes; is not essential to the continued
existence or use of an associated principal development; is not required to satisfy minimum
requirements
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STIPULATED FACTS

ATTACHMENT B

1.
Petitioner Mark A. Davenport ("Petitioner") owned an oceanfront home and
property at 6617 West Beach Drive (the "Lot") between 66th and 69th Place West in the Town of
Oak Island ("Town"), Brunswick County, North Carolina. (Lot 13 and Part of 14, West Long
Beach, Block 35, Brunswick County Registry). The Lot was platted in June of 1963.
2.
Petitioner purchased the Lot on May 24, 2013, as evidenced by a deed recorded at
Book 3410, Page 421 of the Brunswick County Registry, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated
exhibit.
3.
A photo provided by Petitioner and taken October 25, 2013, 5 months after
Petitioner purchased the property, shows the beach in front of Petitioner's Lot and is attached as
an exhibit. At the time Petitioner purchased the Lot, measurements were not taken or requested to
locate the first line of stable and natural vegetation (“FLSNV”) which existed at that time.
However, measurements were taken in August of 2013 on the adjacent Golob property which
showed that the waterward pilings supporting the Golob residence were located 68 feet from the
FLSNV.
4.
The Lot as platted is approximately 75 feet wide by 150 feet deep, for a total of
10,454 square feet (or .24 acres), as shown on a survey prepared by Licensed Professional Land
Surveyor William W. Delaney II of Tide Water Land Surveying (the "Site Survey"), a copy of
which is included as part of Petitioner's CAMA Minor Permit application. The topographical data
was measured by the surveyor on December 29, 2015. The CAMA Minor Permit application
including the Site Survey is attached as stipulated exhibits.
5.
The elevation of the Lot in the area of the proposed residence is approximately 1112 feet above MSL, as shown on the Site Survey.
6.
Survey.

The Lot is in Flood Zone VE (Elevations 17, 18, and 20) as shown on the Site

7.
The Lot is in a developed area along the oceanfront, with existing residences on
either side. The residence to the east was built in 2004, and the residence to the west was built in
2002.
8.
The Lot is within the Ocean Erodible Area of Environmental Concern ("AEC"), a
subcategory of the Ocean Hazard AEC designated by the Coastal Resources Commission ("CRC")
in 15A NCAC 7H .0304. The Lot is not located within the Inlet Hazard AEC, but lies just east of
the Inlet Hazard AEC for the Lockwood Folly Inlet.
9.
N.C.G.S. § 113A-118 requires that a CAMA permit be obtained before any
development takes place in an AEC.
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Former Residence
10.
Petitioner's 2-story home was built in 2005 and comprised approximately 3,000
square feet of heated residential space, 576 square feet of covered porch and 438 square feet of
decking, based on the tax appraisal card, attached. The site also included a concrete driveway, a
ground level storage room, and an outdoor shower. A photo of the former home is included in
Petitioner's CAMA Minor Permit application, attached as a stipulated exhibit.
11.
On October 31, 2015, the home was destroyed by fire and was considered a "total
loss" by Petitioner's insurer. Photos of the fire and aftermath are attached as stipulated exhibits.
12.
In November 2015, Petitioner demolished the remains of the home except for
approximately 33 support pilings, which were cut down to approximately 1-2 feet in height.
Proposed Residence
13.
Petitioner proposes to rebuild his home in the same footprint of the home destroyed.
If Petitioner rebuilds in the same location, the oceanward side of the proposed residence will be
located along the "average line of construction," which is the approximate line formed by the
oceanward sides of the adjacent residences. Petitioner's enclosed area will be located almost
exactly even with the enclosed area of the neighbor's house to the west (Lot 15 and P/O Lot 14
owned by Litz), and slightly landward of the enclosed area of the neighbor's house to the east (Lot
12 owned by Golob).
14.
The proposed residence is a two story, 5-bedroom residence with a total floor area
of 3,001 square feet as defined by 15A NCAC 7H .0306(a)(4). Petitioner also proposes 576 square
feet of covered porches and 438 square feet of open decking- the same size as the former residence.
CAMA Permit Application
15.
On February 16, 2016, Petitioner applied to the Town’s CAMA Local Permit
Officer (LPO) for a CAMA minor development permit to rebuild a single family residence as
described above.
16.
As required, Petitioner sent notice of the application to the two adjacent riparian
property owners and to the public through onsite posting. Neither of the adjacent owners objected
to the proposed project, and no public comments were received.
17.
On March 8, 2016, the Town’s CAMA LPO denied Petitioner's application as the
proposed development does not comply with 15A NCAC 7H .0306(a) which prohibits construction
of a single family residence seaward of the FLSNV. Petitioner's application was also denied under
15A NCAC 7H .0601 which states that no development shall be allowed in any AEC which would
result in a contravention or violation of any rules, regulations or laws of the State of North Carolina
or of local government in which the development takes place. The LPO found that the
development would contravene the Town's Local Land Use Plan Policy 2.A.17 since it did not
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meet the CRC's Ocean Hazard standards for development. A copy of the denial letter is attached
as a stipulated exhibit.
Applicable Setback Rule
18.
The CRC has adopted an erosion setback ("Erosion Setback") requirement that
applies to development along the oceanfront. 15A NCAC 7H .0306(a).
19.
The Erosion Setback is generally measured from the FLSNV. "This line represents
the boundary between the normal dry-sand beach, which is subject to constant flux due to waves,
tides, storms and wind, and more stable upland areas. [It] is generally located at or immediately
oceanward of the seaward toe of the frontal dune or erosion escarpment." 15A NCAC 7H
.0305(a)(5).
20.
The FLSNV on the Lot was staked by CAMA LPO Donna Coleman for this permit
application. It is located diagonally across the back of the Lot, cutting across the driveway and
back corners of where the former home was located. This FLSNV is depicted on Petitioner's Site
Survey as "CAMA Line as Found Flagged on 12/29/2015."
21.
Generally, structures measuring less than 5,000 square feet must be set back at a
distance of 30 times the long-term annual erosion rate affecting the Lot from the FLSNV. 15A
NCAC 07H .0306(a)(5)(A).
22.
The average annual erosion rate for the Lot is 2 feet per year. Therefore, the Erosion
Setback applicable to the Lot, for the 3,001 square foot total floor area, is 60 feet (30 years x 2
feet).
23.
On Petitioner's Lot, the 60-foot setback from the FLSNV is located within the rightof-way of West Beach Drive.
24.
There is no "building envelope" within the boundaries of the Lot once the Erosion
Setback is applied to the lot, based on the December 2015 FLSNV call. Without a variance from
the CRC, Petitioner's Lot is unbuildable for a residential structure based on the December 2015
FLSNV location.
Site Conditions
25.
Beginning in early 2014, Petitioner's Lot was affected by accelerated erosion.
DCM Field Representative Heather Coats visited the Lot on April 30, 2014, May 7, 2014 and May
16, 2014 during the accelerated erosion event. Over the span of those visits, her measurements
from the escarpment to the two oceanward corner pilings were 40’, 38’ and 28’ for the eastern
corner and 35’, 30’, and 21’ for the western corner. This demonstrates a rate of erosion of 12’-14’
over this 16-day period. Ms. Coats took similar measurements for neighboring Golob property on
April 17, 2014 and May 16, 2014, and found that the distance from the escarpment to the
oceanward house pilings went from 47’ to 30’ and 42’ to 25’. A copy of Ms. Coats’ field notes is
attached.
8
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26.
On May 21, 2014, Petitioner and three adjacent property owners were each issued
a CAMA General Permit for the installation of sandbags measuring the standard 20 feet in width
by 6 feet in height. The sandbags were installed by May 31, 2014.
27.
The erosion continued and the sandbag structure was, at times, overtopped by the
ocean. This overtopping caused scouring behind the sandbags and threatened the foundation piles
of the homes.
28.
On or about September 18, 2014, Petitioner and the adjacent neighbors jointly
applied for a CAMA Major Permit seeking approval to install additional sandbags with a
maximum width of 30 feet and a maximum elevation of 15.7 feet NAVD 88, protecting four homes
for a distance of 250 linear feet. The permit was denied due to inconsistency with the CRC's rules
governing size of sandbags in 15A NCAC 7H .0308.
29.
Petitioner and the adjacent neighbors filed a variance petition and request for
expedited hearing with the CRC and were heard during a November 12, 2014, special meeting of
the CRC ("2014 Variance Request").
30.
A key fact supporting the 2014 Variance Request was that the Town of Oak Island
was pursuing a beach nourishment project on the west end of Oak Island that would place sand in
front of the petitioners' lots.
31.
The CRC granted the 2014 Variance Request with the condition that construction
begin on the sandbags within 6 months. DCM issued the CAMA Major Permit November 21,
2014, and installation of the bags began soon thereafter. The larger sandbag structure was
completed in January of 2015. A copy of the CRC’s Variance Order is attached as a stipulated
exhibit.
32.
A photo taken December 6, 2014, shows the vegetation present in front of the last
three houses by the inlet. An aerial photo taken by DCM on January 29, 2016, shows Petitioner’s
vacant Lot and other properties to the ease and west. Copies of these photos are attached as
stipulated exhibits.
33.
The Town of Oak Island received CAMA Major Permit No. 21-15 for the
Lockwood Folly River Habitat Restoration Project which authorized the disposal of approximately
229,000 cubic yards of beach compatible material from the Eastern Channel and the Lockwood
Folly River on the western end of Oak Island, including in front of Petitioner’s Lot. This project
took place in March and April of 2015. Sand was placed just oceanward of the sandbags protecting
Petitioner's Lot but not behind the bags.
34.
Separately, Petitioner and his adjacent neighbors purchased 7,000 cubic yards of
beach compatible sand to build up the dune over and behind the bags, and to distribute under the
four houses. The work was done by the dredging contractor doing the Habitat Restoration Project.
35.
As shown on the Site Survey, this man-made dune measures approximately 16 feet
MSL height at its crest.
9
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36.
Coastal Transplants is a Brunswick County company that has specialized in dune
building and vegetation for almost two decades. Beginning in July 2015, Coastal Transplants
installed sand fences and a natural mix of native dune grasses along the newly formed dune
utilizing a long-term approach to dune management. The plantings included Sea Oats, Seashore
Elder, Bitter Panicum, and American beachgrass.
37.
At the time of the fire in October of 2015, the vegetation in front of Petitioner's Lot
had been planted but was not sufficient to qualify as a FLSNV for purposes of the Erosion Setback
rules.
38.
After the fire destroyed Petitioner's home, Coastal Transplants shifted to a more
aggressive approach to help re-establish a FLSNV that would allow Petitioner to re-build in the
same footprint.
39.
Coastal Transplants planted native dune species in July and October of 2015, and
in January and April of 2016. Petitioner and his neighbors share the cost of having these plants
fertilized twice a month and watered as needed. Coastal Transplants has planted 10,788 individual
plants on Petitioner's lot as shown on the invoices attached as stipulated exhibits.
40.
At the time of this request, Coastal Transplants is under an open contract with
Petitioner to do whatever is required to establish a FLSVN for CAMA permit approval. Petitioner
continues to work aggressively with his neighbors to protect and enhance the vegetation. See the
recent ground level photos in the powerpoint, attached.
41.
Since completion of the nourishment project in the spring of 2015, high-tide events
such as the rare super moon high tides September 27, 2015, the side effects of Hurricane Joaquin
in early October 2015, and the typical occurrence of winter storms, the ocean has not been observed
overtopping the man-made dune.
42.
As recently as May 2016, the sand had built up sufficiently around the sand fences
that Petitioner and his neighbors were allowed by the LPO to move the sand fences seaward and
add new plantings to the dune.
43.
A photo taken at low tide on April 9, 2016, shows the beach at low tide
approximately one year after the nourishment project. This photo is attached as a stipulated
exhibit.
44.
The vegetation continues to grow but still does not qualify as a FLSNV as of a
December 29, 2015 visit by the LPO and a May 17, 2016 visit by a DCM staff person.
45.
Petitioner stipulates that the proposed development is inconsistent with the
applicable Erosion Setback rule.
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Local Variance from Front Yard/Street Setback
46.
The CRC's rules governing variance procedures require that "[b]efore filing a
petition for a variance from a rule of the Commission, the person must seek relief from local
requirements restricting use of the property, and there must not be pending litigation between the
petitioner and any other person which may make the request for a variance moot." 15A NCAC 7J
.0701(a).
47.
The Town has a front yard/building setback of 15 feet ("Town Setback"). Petitioner
has not sought relief from the Town's Setback because even with a variance from the Town
Setback, there would be no building envelope within the boundaries of the Lot for a residential
structure, based on a 60-foot setback from the December 2015 FLSNV call.
48.
Petitioner could locate the proposed residence further landward without the need to
obtain a variance from the Town's Setback, but this would not make the Lot buildable for a
residential structure, based on a 60-foot setback from the December 2015 FLSNV call. Petitioner
proposes to rebuild in the same footprint as the house that burned down so that the new home, like
the old home, will be along the average line of construction.
49.
Petitioner seeks a variance from the Commission to construct the 3,001 square foot
residence as proposed in his CAMA minor permit application, along with 576 square feet of
covered porches and 438 square feet of open decking- the same size as the former residence.
50.
Aerial and ground-level photographs of the Lot and the surrounding properties are
attached as exhibits and as part of the powerpoint exhibit.
51.
In this matter, the Division of Coastal Management is represented by Christine
Goebel, Assistant General Counsel for DEQ. The Petitioner is represented by Meredith Jo Alcoke,
Esq. of the New Bern firm of Ward and Smith, P.A.
Stipulated Exhibits
1. Davenport Deed recorded at Book 3410, Page 421 of the Brunswick County Registry
2. Petitioner’s October 25, 2013 photo of the Lot
3. CAMA Minor Permit Application, including Site Survey and photo of prior home
4. Appraisal Card from Brunswick County with as-built house sketch
5. Photos of the fire and of the destroyed residence
6. Notice of CAMA minor permit application and notice to adjacent riparian owners
7. March 8, 2016 CAMA permit denial letter
8. 2014 CRC Variance Order for larger sandbags
9. Petitioner’s December 6, 2014 photo of the Lot
10. DCM’s January 29, 2016 aerial photo of the area around the Lot
11. Invoices from Coastal Transplants to Petitioner
12. Petitioner’s April 9, 2016 photo of the Lot
13. Ms. Coats’ field notes for 2014 accelerated erosion
14. Powerpoint presentation
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PETITIONERS’ and STAFF’S POSITIONS

I.

ATTACHMENT C

Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the
petitioner must identify the hardships.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
Petitioner purchased his oceanfront home in 2013. At that time, the beach in front of his Lot was
wide and had plenty of vegetation. The home was set back at least 60 feet from the first line of
stable natural vegetation, and the Lot was "buildable."
Petitioner expected to enjoy the home with his wife and young children for many years to come.
There was no way of knowing what the near future held for the property. Within a year of
purchase, the Lot experienced significant accelerated erosion, which Petitioner addressed by
installing two sets of sandbags. Then, the Town received a beach nourishment project that reversed
the pattern of erosion and allowed Petitioner to build up a substantial vegetated dune to protect his
home. As this dune-building continued, Petitioner's home was lost to a devastating fire on
Halloween night while Petitioner and his family were out trick-or-treating.
Without a variance, Petitioner's property cannot be developed with a single family residence or
any other habitable or economically viable structure. Unless a variance is granted, Petitioner can
make no reasonable and significant use of his property. Strict application of Rule 15A NCAC 7H
.0306 causes Petitioner unnecessary hardship in this case.
Staff’s Position: No.
Petitioners seek a variance from the Commission’s oceanfront setback rules, which prohibit
development waterward of the First Line of Stable and Natural Vegetation (FLSNV) except in the
limited cases of oceanfront piers providing public access and state-owned bridges. While there are
some exceptions (15A NCAC 07H .0309) to the oceanfront erosion setback rules (60-feet
landward from FLSNV in this case) that allow limited development within the setback area, the
listed structures must be located landward of the FLSNV. However, the Commission’s rules
regarding the Ocean Hazard AEC acknowledge that shoreline erosion is part of the oceanfront
system, and the intent of the rules is “minimizing losses to life and property resulting from storms
and long-term erosion, preventing encroachment of permanent structures on public beach areas,
preserving the natural ecological conditions of the barrier dune and beach systems, and reducing
the public costs of inappropriately sited development” (15A NCAC 07H .0303(b)).
Staff contend that while Petitioner faces a hardship by not being able to re-build a house similar to
that lost in the fire, given the recent oceanfront erosion on the lot which caused the recent landward
movement of the FLSNV and subsequently required the 2014-15 installation of “supersized
sandbags through a variance from the CRC, the strict application of the Commission’s oceanfront
12
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setback rules does not cause Petitioner an unnecessary hardship. Petitioner has taken steps to
address the erosion on his Lot, including receiving nourishment, paying to place additional sand
on his lot, and planting vegetation. Baring additional erosion events at this location, the vegetation
will have an opportunity to grow and may be sufficient to support a FLSNV determination that
allows construction of a new house which meets a 60-foot setback on the lot. However, until the
vegetation has time to recover enough to be part of a protective dune system, Staff contends that
allowing Petitioner to build a new home waterward of the FLSNV would constitute inappropriately
sited development.

II.

Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner’s property,
such as location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
The hardships result from the Lot's location along a limited stretch of beach that has experienced
accelerated erosion that appears to be more severe than the erosion on properties to the east and
west. The Lot is among approximately four lots that suffered disproportionately from the effects
of storms and lunar tides beginning in early 2014. Petitioner recognizes that although his Lot is
not within the Inlet Hazard AEC, it is still affected by nearby inlet forces. However, these forces
appear to have affected Petitioner's Lot more severely than other properties on the west end of the
island. Thus, the hardships result from the Lot's unique location within an area that experienced
accelerated erosion greater than other properties on the west end of the island.
Staff’s Position: No.
Staff agrees that the Lot is located in an area that experienced acceleration in 2014. However, it is
the combination of the erosion event and the intervening event of the house fire which combine to
cause Petitioner’s hardship. This variance request is to waive oceanfront erosion setbacks on lot
with a history of erosion in order to build a new house which is not only seaward of the setback,
but also seaward of the FLSNV. Staff notes that the hardship of the shoreline erosion on the lot,
and specifically that which has occurred since Petitioners’ purchase of the lot in 2013, is not
atypical for an ocean shoreline, especially those affected by nearby inlet forces, and is
contemplated in the Commission’s rules for the Ocean Hazard AECs. Staff identify no other
peculiar conditions on the property which cause Petitioners’ hardship.
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III.

Do the hardships result from the actions taken by the Petitioner? Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: No.
Petitioner has taken no actions that caused the hardships. Petitioner has done everything possible
to reverse the erosion that the Lot experienced after he purchased.
Staff’s Position: No.
Staff agree that Petitioner did not cause the hardship of the erosion of the vegetation line and dune
system on their lot.

IV.

Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit,
purpose, and intent of the rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission;
(2) secure the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice?
Explain.

Petitioners’ Position: Yes.
The variance will be consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of the Commission's rules.
The primary purpose of the ocean hazard rules is to protect life and property. 15A NCAC 7H
.0303(a). Here, life and property will be protected by the substantial frontal dune and the recently
nourished beach in front of the property. Petitioner is not seeking to rebuild a home taken by the
ocean. His home was destroyed by fire. At the time of the fire, Petitioner had already made
significant investments in rebuilding the dune by installing large sandbags, pushing sand over the
dune, and planting the dune regularly. This frontal dune has continued to stabilize and will protect
life and property as contemplated by the Commission's rules.
Public safety and welfare will be secured by this variance because the proposed development
will have no adverse impact on the public's safe use of this beach.
Substantial justice will be preserved by this variance. This is not a situation where a person
bought an unbuildable lot and is now looking for a handout. Petitioner bought a buildable lot that
experienced accelerated erosion. He then spent a tremendous amount of money to install two sets
of sandbags, to bring in beach compatible sand and build up the dune, and to plant and maintain
native dune vegetation. In the midst of these efforts, his house burned down through no fault of
his own. Petitioner now seeks simply to build back exactly what he had before in line with his
neighbors. Justice will be preserved if he is allowed to rebuild his home.
For the reasons stated above, granting Petitioner the requested variance will be consistent with
all four (4) of the criteria stated in N.C. Gen Stat. § 113A 120.1 and in NCAC 7J .0700.
Accordingly, Petitioner respectfully requests that the Commission issue a variance in accordance
the permit application.
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Staff’s Position: No.
Staff contends that granting a variance to the Petitioner in order to vary the Commission’s
oceanfront erosion setback rules so that Petitioner can build a new home waterward of the current
location of the FLSNV is not consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the Commission’s
rules. The Commission’s rules have provided an oceanfront erosion setback since 1979 and since
that time, while most structures have to meet a setback landward of the vegetation line (in this
case, 60-feet), the Commission has made limited exceptions for some development to be sited
within the setback (See the nine structures listed in 07H .0309). However, the Commission has
strictly limited development waterward of the vegetation line, allowing only oceanfront piers
providing public access and state-owned bridges (See 07H. 0309(d)). While Staff are sympathetic
to Petitioner’s unfortunate circumstances, Staff believes the Commission should strictly enforce
the near-ban on development waterward of the vegetation line. In time, if the planted vegetation
continues to grows to the point it can be considered “stable and natural” as the Commission’s rules
contemplate in the definition of a vegetation line at 07H .0305(a)(5), Petitioner may be able to
meet the setback and rebuild.
Staff contends that granting a variance will not secure public safety and welfare. Allowing a new
3,000 square foot home waterward of the FLSNV will not secure public safety and welfare since
the variance would be authorizing inappropriately sited development which can interfere with the
public trust beach, be at greater risk for loss of property of the Petitioner, may become a cost to
local government should the structure need to be removed from the beachfront, and may become
a cost to the public in the form of future post-storm debris removal.
Finally, Staff contends that granting a variance would not preserve substantial justice where the
Commission’s rules already make several exceptions for development that does not have to meet
the oceanfront erosion setback rule, but this variance would go further as an exception and allow
new development on the public trust beach waterward of the vegetation line. Petitioner has taken
steps in order to help stabilize the dune, re-growing vegetation and rebuilding elevation. Given
time the FLSNV may re-establish and if so, the proposed development may meet the oceanfront
setback and receive a CAMA permit.
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ATTACHMENT D:
PETITIONERS’ VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS
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ATTACHMENT E:
STIPULATED EXHIBITS INCLUDING POWERPOINT
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Appraisal Card
BRUNSWICK COUNTY

6/9/2016 10:52:26 AM
Return/Appeal
Notes:

DAVENPORT MARK A
6617 W. BEACH DR OK
80020307
BRUNSWICK COUNTY (100), DOSHER HOSP TAX (100), OAK ISLAND (100), OAK ISLAND
FIRE (200)     

Reval Year: 2011 Tax Year:
L-13 P/O 14 B-135 WLB PLAT 3/113 & 798-108
2014

CARD NO. 1
of 1

Appraised by A2 on 12/01/2011 306A LONG BEACH WEST

TW-03

CONSTRUCTION DETAIL
MARKET VALUE
Foundation - 3
Eff.
BASE
Piers>8ft w/Con
4.00 USE MOD Area QUAL RATE
Sub Floor System - 4
07 01 3,139 104
88.40
Plywd/Ptl bd
8.00
TYPE: SFR RESORT
Exterior Walls - 16
Wood/Vinyl Shingle
32.00 STYLE: 3 - 2.0 Stories
Roofing Structure - 07
Irregular Ceiling
13.00
Roofing Cover - 06
Arch Shingle
6.00
Interior Wall Construction - 5
Drywall/Sheetrock
21.00
Interior Floor Cover - 12
Hardwood
10.00
Interior Floor Cover - 14
Carpet
0.00
Heating Fuel - 04
Electric
1.00
Heating Type - 09
Heat Pump Only
4.00
Air Conditioning Type - 03
Central
4.00
Bedrooms/Bathrooms/HalfBathrooms
4/3/1
17.000
Bedrooms
BAS - 4 FUS - 0 LL - 0
_
Bathrooms
BAS - 3 FUS - 0 LL - 0
_
Half-Bathrooms
BAS - 1 FUS - 0 LL - 0
_
Office
BAS - 0 FUS - 0 LL - 0
0
TOTAL POINT VALUE
120.000
BUILDING ADJUSTMENTS
Market/Design 2 Rectangle 1.0000
Quality
3 Average 1.0000
Size
Size
Size
0.8700
TOTAL ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
0.870
TOTAL QUALITY INDEX
104

RCN EYB AYB
277487 2004 2004

Parcel: 233N-E-033
PLAT: UNIQ ID
/
96087
ID NO: 203619505205

1.000 LT

DEPRECIATION
Standard 0.07000

SRC=
CI- FRLAST ACTION
EX- AT14 08
20130723
CORRELATION OF VALUE

CREDENCE TO
MARKET
93.0 DEPR. BUILDING VALUE - CARD
258,060
3,300
SFR CONSTRUCTION DEPR. OB/XF VALUE - CARD
MARKET LAND VALUE - CARD
600,000
TOTAL MARKET VALUE - CARD
861,360
TOTAL APPRAISED VALUE - CARD
861,360
TOTAL APPRAISED VALUE - PARCEL
861,362
TOTAL PRESENT USE VALUE - PARCEL
0
TOTAL VALUE DEFERRED - PARCEL
0
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE - PARCEL $
861,362
PRIOR
BUILDING VALUE
344,220
OBXF VALUE
0
LAND VALUE
892,500
PRESENT USE VALUE
0
DEFERRED VALUE
0
TOTAL VALUE
1,236,720
PERMIT
CODE
DATE
NOTE
NUMBER
AMOUNT
ROUT: WTRSHD:
SALES DATA
OFF.
INDICATE
RECORD
DATE
DEED
SALES
BOOK PAGE MO YR
TYPE Q/U V/I
PRICE
03410 0421 5 2013 SL*
Q
I
775000
01796 0773 7 2003 WD
U
V
420000
01700 0305 2 2003 WD
Q
V
230000
01566 0513 3 2002 WD
U
V
0
00798 0105 3 1990 WD
U
V
7000
HEATED AREA 3,000
NOTES
07ST#49103

% GOOD

Click on image to enlarge

TYPE
BAS
FOP
FUS
LLU
WDD
FIREPLACE
SUBAREA
TOTALS

SUBAREA
CODE DESCRIPTION COUNT LTH WTH UNITS
GS
AREA % RPL CS 72
PIER/DOCK
60
4
240
(RESID)
1,444 100 127650
576 030 15293 TOTAL OB/XF VALUE
1,556 090 123760
280 020
4950
438 015
5834
1 - None
0
4,294

UNIT
PRICE
16.00

ORIG %
COND

BLDG# AYB EYB
0
1
2004 2004

ANN DEP
%
RATE
OVR COND
S2
86

OB/XF DEPR.
VALUE
3302
3,302

277,487

BUILDING DIMENSIONS FOP=W32S8E32N8Area:256;BAS=W32N8W14S38E14S4E10N8E22N26Area:1444;WDD=E18N12W32S12E14Area:384;FOP=E22N8W22S8Area:176;FUS=S
S38E14S4E10N8E22N34W14S8W18N8W14Area:1556;WDD=N3W18S3E18Area:54;FOP=W18S8E18N8Area:144;LLU=Area:280;TotalArea:4294
LAND INFORMATION
OTHER
ADJUSTMENTS AND
LAND
TOTAL
HIGHEST AND USE LOCAL FRON
DEPTH LND COND NOTES
ROAD
UNIT
LAND
UNT TOTAL ADJUSTED
LAND OVERRIDE LAND
BEST USE
CODE ZONING TAGE DEPTH / SIZE MOD FACT RF AC LC TO OT TYPE
PRICE
UNITS
TYP ADJST UNIT PRICE VALUE
VALUE NOTES
SFR OCEAN
0107
R7
70
150
1.0000
0 1.0000
PS 400,000.00
1.500 LT
1.000
400,000.00 600000
0
TOTAL MARKET LAND DATA
600,000
TOTAL PRESENT USE DATA

http://tax.brunsco.net/itsnet/AppraisalCard.aspx?idP=1847193&Action=Auto[6/9/2016 10:58:43 AM]

Head Acres Farms Inc
1509 George II Hwy SE
Bolivia, NC 28422-8535
(910)431-9814
smercer@coastaltransplants.com

Invoice 1022
DATE
08/03/2015

PLEASE PAY
$1,728.20

DUE DATE
09/02/2015

BILL TO

Mark Davenport
6617 West Beach Drive
Oak Island, NC
Please detach top portion and return with your payment.

ACTIVITY

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

Installed Plants
Installed Plants

888

1.40

1,243.20

6

45.00

270.00

46

2.50

115.00

4

25.00

100.00

Installed Sand Fence
Installed Sand Fence
Installed Sand Fence
Installed Sand Fence

linear across top

Maintenance
Maintenance and Fertilization

Please make check payable to:
HEAD ACRES FARM

TOTAL DUE

$1,728.20
THANK YOU.

Invoice 1117

1509 George II Hwy SE
Bolivia, NC 28422-8535
(910)431-9814
smercer@coastaltransplants.
com
BILL TO

Mark Davenport
6617 West Beach Drive
Oak Island, NC

DATE
10/18/2015

DATE

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

08/03/2015

Balance Forward

PLEASE PAY
$2,358.20

AMOUNT

$1,728.20

Payments and credits between 08/03/2015 and 10/18/2015

0.00

New charges (details below)

630.00

Total Amount Due
ACTIVITY

Installed Plants
Installed Plants. ABG to replace fire damaged plants and to fill
hole at deck area

Please make check payable to:
COASTAL TRANSPLANTS, INC

DUE DATE
11/17/2015

$2,358.20
QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

3,000

0.21

630.00

TOTAL OF NEW CHARGES
TOTAL DUE

630.00

$2,358.20
THANK YOU.

Invoice 1118

1509 George II Hwy SE
Bolivia, NC 28422-8535
(910)431-9814
smercer@coastaltransplants.
com
BILL TO

Mark Davenport
6617 West Beach Drive
Oak Island, NC

DATE
01/19/2016

DATE

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

10/18/2015

Balance Forward

PLEASE PAY
$4,065.70

DUE DATE
02/18/2016

AMOUNT

$2,358.20

Payments and credits between 10/18/2015 and 01/19/2016

0.00

New charges (details below)

1,707.50

Total Amount Due

$4,065.70

ACTIVITY

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

Installed Sand Fence
Installed Sand Fence. Across front of property to prevent
damage to vegetation.

100

5.00

500.00

5,750

0.21

1,207.50

Installed Plants
Installed Plants. ABG to fill in spaces from to of dune to toe of
dune.

Please make check payable to:
COASTAL TRANSPLANTS, INC

TOTAL OF NEW CHARGES
TOTAL DUE

1,707.50

$4,065.70
THANK YOU.

Invoice 1119

1509 George II Hwy SE
Bolivia, NC 28422-8535
(910)431-9814
smercer@coastaltransplants.
com
BILL TO

Mark Davenport
6617 West Beach Drive
Oak Island, NC

DATE
04/23/2016

DATE

ACCOUNT SUMMARY

10/18/2015

Balance Forward

PLEASE PAY
$6,000.70

AMOUNT

$4,065.70

Payments and credits between 10/18/2015 and 04/23/2016

0.00

New charges (details below)

1,935.00

Total Amount Due
ACTIVITY

Installed Plants
Installed Plants. Sea Oats and Bitter Panicum and Elder. Top of
dune to bottom of dune.
Installed Sand Fence
Installed Sand Fence. Moved existing fence 15 feet toward
ocean.

Please make check payable to:
COASTAL TRANSPLANTS, INC

DUE DATE
05/23/2016

$6,000.70
QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

1,150

1.50

1,725.00

6

35.00

210.00

TOTAL OF NEW CHARGES
TOTAL DUE

1,935.00

$6,000.70
THANK YOU.

Davenport Variance Request
July 13, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality

Davenport Variance Request

Google Earth Imagery 10/2014

Department of Environmental Quality
2

Davenport Variance Request

Google Earth Imagery 10/2014

Department of Environmental Quality
3

Davenport Variance Request

Reference photo of Davenport
access stairs taken from Golob
rear deck.
Petitioner’s photo dated
10/25/13

Department of Environmental Quality
4

Davenport Variance Request

Davenport Residence
6617 W. Beach Drive
Oak Island
Google Earth Imagery 10/2014
Google Earth Imagery 10/2014

Department of Environmental Quality
5

April 9, 2016
Photo provided by the Petitioner

6

Davenport Variance Request

Davenport residence destroyed by fire on
October 31, 2015
Department of Environmental Quality
7

Davenport Variance Request

DCM Aerial Reference
Photo
January 29, 2016
Davenport Lot
6617 W. Beach Drive
Oak Island
Department of Environmental Quality
8

Davenport Variance request

Litz Residence

Golob Residence

DCM Aerial
Reference Photo

Atkinson Residence

January 29, 2016
Davenport Lot
6617 W. Beach Drive
Oak Island
Department of Environmental Quality
9

Davenport Variance Request

Labeled on survey as “CAMA
Line as found flagged on
12/29/15”
Approximate First Line of Stable
Natural Vegetation

Department of Environmental Quality
10

Located by Donna Coleman
Local Permit Officer
Oak Island

Davenport Variance Request

Litz Residence

Golob Residence

Photo taken facing north
near the toe of
the man-made dune

May 17, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality
11

Davenport Variance Request
Golob Residence

Photo taken facing east
near the toe of
the man-made dune
May 17, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality
12

Davenport Variance Request

Photo taken facing east
from Litz Residence
rear deck of the man-made dune
and vegetation

May 17, 2016

Department of Environmental Quality
13

Davenport Variance Request
House Pilings
Photo taken facing northeast
from Litz Residence
rear deck of the remnant
house pilings
May 17, 2016

14
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Davenport Variance Request
VARIANCE CRITERIA

15A NCAC 07J.0703 (f)

-to grant a variance, the Commission must affirmatively find each of the following
factors listed in G.S. 113A-120.1(a).
(A) that unnecessary hardships would result from strict application of the
development rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission;

(B) that such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property
such as the location, size, or topography of the property;
(C) that such hardships did not result from actions taken by the petitioner; and

(D) that the requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of
the Commission's rules, standards or orders; will secure the public safety and
welfare; and will preserve substantial justice.
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TO:

The Coastal Resources Commission

FROM:

Christine A. Goebel, Assistant General Counsel

DATE:

June 28, 2016 (for the July 12-13, 2016 CRC Meeting)

RE:

Variance Request by Sidney L. Wade (CRC-VR-16-03)

Petitioner Sidney L. Wade (“Petitioner”) owns property in Sneads Ferry, Onslow County,
North Carolina. The property is adjacent to an unnamed creek which is part of the New River.
The property is within the Coastal Shorelines AEC, and so the first 30’ landward from normal high
water is subject to the Commission’s 30-foot buffer rule, which limits impervious surfaces and
development within the buffer. In September 2015, Petitioner applied for a CAMA minor permit
to construct a larger sunroom on the waterward side of his home, where a smaller porch currently
exists. On October 5, 2015, the Onslow County CAMA LPO denied Petitioner’s CAMA permit
application as a portion of the proposed and expanded development extended into the 30-foot
buffer contrary to 15A NCAC 7H .0209(f)(10). Petitioner now seeks a variance from the 30-foot
buffer rule in order to develop the sunroom on his property as proposed.
The following additional information is attached to this memorandum:
Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:
Attachment E:

Relevant Rules
Stipulated Facts
Petitioner’s Positions and Staff’s Responses to Variance Criteria
Petitioner’s Variance Request Materials
Stipulated Exhibits including powerpoint

cc(w/enc.):

Sidney L. Wade, Pro-se Petitioner, electronically
Mary Lucasse, Special Deputy AG and CRC Counsel, electronically
Sammie Rogers, Onslow County CAMA LPO, electronically
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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES

APPENDIX A

15A NCAC 07H .0209 COASTAL SHORELINES
(a) Description. The Coastal Shorelines category includes estuarine shorelines and public trust
shorelines. Estuarine shorelines AEC are those non-ocean shorelines extending from the normal
high water level or normal water level along the estuarine waters, estuaries, sounds, bays, fresh
and brackish waters, and public trust areas as set forth in an agreement adopted by the Wildlife
Resources Commission and the Department of Environment and Natural Resources [described in
Rule .0206(a) of this Section] for a distance of 75 feet landward. For those estuarine shorelines
immediately contiguous to waters classified as Outstanding Resource Waters by the
Environmental Management Commission, the estuarine shoreline AEC shall extend to 575 feet
landward from the normal high water level or normal water level, unless the Coastal Resources
Commission establishes the boundary at a greater or lesser extent following required public
hearing(s) within the affected county or counties. Public trust shorelines AEC are those non-ocean
shorelines immediately contiguous to public trust areas, as defined in Rule 07H .0207(a) of this
Section, located inland of the dividing line between coastal fishing waters and inland fishing waters
as set forth in that agreement and extending 30 feet landward of the normal high water level or
normal water level.
(b) Significance. Development within coastal shorelines influences the quality of estuarine and
ocean life and is subject to the damaging processes of shore front erosion and flooding. The coastal
shorelines and wetlands contained within them serve as barriers against flood damage and control
erosion between the estuary and the uplands. Coastal shorelines are the intersection of the upland
and aquatic elements of the estuarine and ocean system, often integrating influences from both the
land and the sea in wetland areas. Some of these wetlands are among the most productive natural
environments of North Carolina and they support the functions of and habitat for many valuable
commercial and sport fisheries of the coastal area. Many land-based activities influence the quality
and productivity of estuarine waters. Some important features of the coastal shoreline include
wetlands, flood plains, bluff shorelines, mud and sand flats, forested shorelines and other important
habitat areas for fish and wildlife.
(c) Management Objective. The management objective is to ensure that shoreline development is
compatible with the dynamic nature of coastal shorelines as well as the values and the management
objectives of the estuarine and ocean system. Other objectives are to conserve and manage the
important natural features of the estuarine and ocean system so as to safeguard and perpetuate their
biological, social, aesthetic, and economic values; to coordinate and establish a management
system capable of conserving and utilizing these shorelines so as to maximize their benefits to the
estuarine and ocean system and the people of North Carolina.
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(d) Use Standards. Acceptable uses shall be those consistent with the management objectives in
Paragraph (c) of this Rule. These uses shall be limited to those types of development activities that
will not be detrimental to the public trust rights and the biological and physical functions of the
estuarine and ocean system. Every effort shall be made by the permit applicant to avoid, mitigate
or reduce adverse impacts of development to estuarine and coastal systems through the planning
and design of the development project. In every instance, the particular location, use, and design
characteristics shall comply with the general use and specific use standards for coastal shorelines,
and where applicable, the general use and specific use standards for coastal wetlands, estuarine
waters, and public trust areas described in Rule .0208 of this Section. Development shall be
compatible with the following standards:
(10) Within the Coastal Shorelines category (estuarine and public trust shoreline AECs), new
development shall be located a distance of 30 feet landward of the normal water level or normal
high water level, with the exception of the following:
***
(F) Decks/Observation Decks limited to slatted, wooden, elevated and unroofed decks that shall
not singularly or collectively exceed 200 square feet;
***
(I) Where application of the buffer requirement would preclude placement of a residential
structure with a footprint of 1,200 square feet or less on lots, parcels and tracts platted prior to
June 1, 1999, development may be permitted within the buffer as required in Subparagraph
(d)(10) of this Rule, providing the following criteria are met:
(i) Development shall minimize the impacts to the buffer and reduce runoff by limiting land
disturbance to only so much as is necessary to construct and provide access to the residence and
to allow installation or connection of utilities such as water and sewer; and
(ii) The residential structure development shall be located a distance landward of the normal high
water or normal water level equal to 20 percent of the greatest depth of the lot. Existing structures
that encroach into the applicable buffer area may be replaced or repaired consistent with the criteria
set out in Rules .0201 and .0211 in Subchapter 07J of this Chapter; and
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STIPULATED FACTS

ATTACHMENT B

1.
Petitioner, Sidney L. Wade, Jr. (“Petitioner”), owns property with his wife located at 205
Swan Point Rd. in Sneads Ferry, Onslow County, North Carolina (the “Site”). Mr. Wade has
owned the Site since 2002 according to a deed recorded at Book 1858, Page 465 in the Onslow
County Registry, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit.
2.
The Site is located adjacent to a man-made tributary of the New River, which at this
location is part of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway. At this location, the New River is classified
as SA waters by the Environmental Management Commission and is open to the harvest of
shellfish.
3.
The Site is located within the Coastal Shorelines Area of Environmental Concern (“AEC”)
as it is located within 75’ of an estuarine water body. Pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 113A-118, any
development on the Site required a CAMA permit.
4.
The lot is approximately 110’ by 166’ or 18,260 square feet (0.42 acres) in area, according
to the site plan submitted with the CAMA minor permit application, a copy of which is attached
as a stipulated exhibit. As seen on the site plan submitted with the CAMA minor permit
application, approximately half of the property within the meets and bound description of
Petitioner’s deed is the creek and the marsh east of the creek.
5.
Assuming that the creek and marsh cover 60% of the lot, this lot does not meet the
Commission’s definition of a “small lot” defined as 5,000 square feet or less at 15A NCAC 7H
.0209(d)(10)(J).
6.
The current development on the Site includes an 864 square foot single-story home built
in 1949 with a 6’ x 12’ rear porch and a 7’ by 20’ covered porch facing the creek per the tax card,
a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit. There is also a new bulkhead along the shoreline
which was constructed in 2014 pursuant to CAMA Major Permit No. 180-07, issued to Petitioner
by DCM on November 29, 2007, a copy of which is attached. In connection with the bulkhead
installation, a shed which can be seen in historic photos, was removed.
7.
On or about September 5, 2015, Petitioner, through his authorized agent Terry Gillette,
applied for a CAMA Minor Permit with the Onslow County LPO. A copy of the permit application
materials is attached as a stipulated exhibit, including a site plan.
8.
Petitioner’s CAMA Minor Permit application proposed the replacement of the “poorly
constructed” 7’ by 20’ screened in porch with a new 30’ by 16’ sunroom. The site plan indicates
that the waterward corners of the proposed sunroom would be located 22’9” and 23’6” from the
existing bulkhead and location of normal high water. This impervious area within the buffer is
approximately 23’ by 30’ or 690 square feet.
9.
Local setbacks applicable to the lot include a front setback of 40’, side setbacks of 8’ and
a rear setback of 15’.
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10.
The existing home is serviced by a septic system. The drain field for the system is shown
on the site plan as being south of the home.
11.
Pursuant to the Commission’s rules for minor permit applications, notice of the proposed
development and CAMA minor permit application was posted on-site, and was sent to the two
adjacent riparian owners, Mr. Fulcher and Ms. Lucas. Both acknowledged receiving notice and
made written statements of no objection, copies of which are attached as stipulated exhibits.
12.
On May 11, 2016, the Onslow County CAMA LPO denied Petitioner’s CAMA Minor
Permit application due to its inconsistency with the Commission’s 30-foot buffer rule. While the
LPO cited15A NCAC 7H .0102(e), the parties stipulate that the correct cite for the 30-foot buffer
rule is 15A NCAC 7H .0209(d)(10).
13.
On May 25, 2016, Petitioner submitted this variance petition seeking a variance from the
Commission’s 30-foot buffer rule in order to construct the porch as proposed in the application.
14.
Petitioners indicate that they are willing to construct a stormwater system which conforms
to the specifications in 15A NCAC 07H .0209(d)(10)(J)(4).
15.
Without a variance from the Commission, Petitioner could redevelop within the footprint
of the existing covered porch pursuant to 15A NCAC 07H.0209(d)(10)(H), could build an addition
approximately 9’ deep which does not intrude into the buffer, or could construct an open slatted
wooden deck up to 200 square feet within the 30-foot buffer.
16.
In this matter, the Division of Coastal Management is represented by Christine Goebel,
Assistant General Counsel for DEQ. The Petitioner is representing himself.
Stipulated Exhibits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2002 Deed to Petitioner recorded at 1858/465
Onslow County Property tax card
CAMA minor permit application materials, including site plan
No objection letters from adjacent riparian neighbors
May 11, 2016 denial letter
CAMA Major Permit No. 180-07 for bulkhead
Powerpoint presentation with aerial and ground level site photos
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PETITIONER’S and STAFF’S POSITIONS

ATTACHMENT C

I.
Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the petitioner
must identify the hardships.
Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
The 30ft rule poses a tremendous problem with the building of our sunroom. Our existing house
is approximately 888 sq. ft. In order to accommodate comfortable living conditions it is imperative
that we have at least a 30’ by 16’ addition. Without it we have no dining area. We only have 2
bedrooms which already leaves us with cramped quarters for any visiting family and friends. We
hoped to at least acquire space for a table and chairs and extra seating and sleeping
accommodations (example: a sleeper sofa). This has been our dream to make this our permanent
retirement home where we would like guests to feel comfortable. We have already put in a $40,000
seawall. We have invested in siding, replacement windows, metal roofing and electrical upgrades.
With a house that we bought for the magnificent view, without the sunroom, we cannot even view
the water.
Staff’s Position: No.
Staff disagrees that Petitioner will suffer an unnecessary hardship from strict application of the
Commission’s 30-foot buffer rule to Petitioner’s property. Staff acknowledges that finding space
on the lot to accommodate an addition is limited because of the location of the existing structure,
the existing septic field, the 30-foot buffer, and local setbacks. However, Staff notes that Petitioner
purchased the lot in 2002, after the buffer rule was in place. Petitioner could modify his plans for
an addition that would not require a buffer variance, as outlined in Stipulated Fact 15. Accordingly,
Staff believe that the strict application of the 30-foot buffer rule would not cause Petitioner an
unnecessary hardship.

II.
Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the Petitioner’s property,
such as location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.
Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
Our lot is limited in space due to a considerable amount of it actually being in the water. We
have no room to expand on the sides or street side of the house because of the septic tank and
proximity to the street.
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Staff’s Position: No.
Staff doesn’t believe any hardships alleged by Petitioner result from conditions peculiar to the
property, such as location, size or topography. While part of the platted lot area is submerged
creek and marsh, it has been so since Petitioner purchased the property in 2002 and so there
would not have been any expectation to build on it. Staff agrees that the local setbacks, septic
field placement, and the 30-foot buffer constrain the building envelope on this lot, but the upland
portion of the lot still exceeds the definition of a “small lot” defined by the Commission’s rules,
as noted in Stipulated Fact 5. In addition, Petitioner could expand on each side of the home
instead of into the buffer. Therefore, Staff concludes that there are no physical characteristics of
the property which causes any alleged hardship.

III.

Do the hardships result from the actions taken by the Petitioner? Explain.

Petitioner’s Position: No.
By no action of petitioners do we contribute to this dilemma. The house was on the lot as it now
exists with the poorly constructed sun porch when we purchased it. The porch cannot be
repaired.
Staff’s Position: Yes.
Petitioner took title to this property in 2002 after the 30-foot buffer rules were in place as well as
the existing structure size and layout/design. While Petitioner’s proposed development is modest
in size, it is Petitioner’s design choice which fails to account for the 30-foot buffer limitations.
Accordingly, any hardship alleged by Petitioner is a result of its design choice of layout for the
proposed sunroom within the buffer.

IV.
Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit,
purpose, and intent of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) secure
the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice? Explain.

Petitioner’s Position: Yes.
Construction of said sun porch will be built to N.C. coastal building codes in compliance with all
requirements for construction in order to protect our environment. We have researched our marsh
area and it is not considered a hatchery. We are prepared if needed to provide for any water run
off to be carried underground and distributed into a one ton water filtration bed that would keep
it away from the 30ft buffer. We will do everything possible to ensure that our coastal waters are
protected.
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Staff’s Position: No.
Staff does not believe that the variance requested by Petitioner is consistent with the spirit, purpose,
and intent of the Commission’s buffer rule, because Petitioner is able to put an addition on the
existing house with minor design changes and without intruding into the buffer, as outlined in
Stipulated Fact 15. Such alternative buffer-avoiding designs could be permitted. While the square
foot area of the structure proposed by Petitioner to be enlarged beyond the existing porch footprint
is relatively small, the fact that the same square footage can be designed to avoid the buffer is not
in the spirit of protecting the buffer, which is intended to conserve and manage the important
natural features of the estuarine and ocean system so as to safeguard and perpetuate their
biological, social, aesthetic, and economic value. Additionally, it would not preserve public safety
and welfare to have additional impervious surface and structures in the buffer without addressing
the additional stormwater and impacts to the buffer. Substantial Justice will be preserved by
requiring Petitioner to design around the buffer.
******************************************************************************
As requested by the Commission in the past for buffer variances, Staff includes the
stormwater management-related conditions which have been placed on some prior variances
issued by the Commission below.
(1) The permittee shall obtain a stormwater management plan meeting the requirements of 15A
NCAC 7H .0209(d)(10)(J)(iv), which requires that the first one and one-half inches of rainfall from
all impervious surfaces on the lot shall be collected and contained on-site in accordance with the
design standards for stormwater management for coastal counties as specified in 15A NCAC 02H
.1005. The stormwater management system shall be designed and certified by an individual who
meets applicable State occupational licensing requirements for the type of system proposed, and
approved by the appropriate governmental authority during the permit application process.
(2) Prior to occupancy and use of the sunroom addition and the issuance of a final Certificate of
Occupancy (CO) by the local permitting authority, the permittee shall provide a certification from
the design professional that the stormwater system has been inspected and installed in accordance
with this permit, the approved plans and specification and other supporting documentation.
(3) The permittee shall provide for the operation and maintenance necessary to insure that the
engineered stormwater management system functions at optimum efficiency and within the design
specifications for the life of the project.
(4) The permittee shall insure that the obligation for operation and maintenance of the stormwater
management system becomes a permanent obligation of future property owners.
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ATTACHMENT D:
PETITIONERS’ VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS
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ATTACHMENT E:
STIPULATED EXHIBITS INCLUDING POWERPOINT
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coastal Resources Commission

FROM:

Tancred Miller

SUBJECT:

Fiscal Analysis for amendments to 15A NCAC 7H .0306 General Use Standards
for Ocean Hazard Areas, for replacement of commercial and multi-family
residential structures on the oceanfront

At your February 2016 meeting, the Commission proposed amendments to 7H .0306. The
proposed amendment would allow for the replacement of commercial and multi-family residential
structures that are nonconforming with the applicable setback requirements, are between 5,00010,000 square feet, and were originally constructed prior to August 11, 2009.
Staff is required to analyze the expected fiscal impacts of the proposed rule amendment before
the rule can proceed to public hearing. Staff utilized the criteria in the proposed rule to determine
the types of structures that would be affected by this rule change. Specifically, they would be
buildings that are:
1. Directly on the oceanfront
2. Either commercial or multi-family (3 or more units) use
3. Between 5,000-10,000 square feet of total floor area
4. Originally constructed prior to August 11, 2009
Structures that are currently nonconforming with the applicable CAMA setback (60 x erosion rate),
but able to meet the minimum CAMA setback (30 x erosion rate), would immediately benefit from
the amendment.
Following an intensive process of analyzing county property data and performing GIS analyses
of oceanfront development and conforming versus nonconforming status, staff was able to
produce an inventory of coastal development, focusing of structures that would, or could in the
future, be affected by this rule amendment.
There are currently 157 multi-family residential structures and 33 commercial structures on the
oceanfront that are between 5,000-10,000 square feet, and were originally constructed prior to
August 11, 2009. County tax data indicate that these 190 structures have a combined assessed
value of over $200 million. Of these 190 structures, 74 structures (50 residential and 24
commercial) are currently nonconforming at 60 times the erosion rate, but would be conforming
at 30 times the erosion rate, meaning they could be rebuilt if destroyed and could benefit

immediately from the rule amendment. It is important to note that the multi-family residential
structures contain multiple individual housing units in each structure, which means that the
number of individual housing units immediately impacted by this rule is much higher than 74.
As part of the justification for this rule amendment, the CRC was told that failure to amend the
rule could cause a significant drop in shorefront property values. Since no supporting
documentation that could be used in a fiscal analysis was provided to the CRC, staff’s initial
approach to calculating the fiscal impact of the rule amendment was to attempt to quantify the
average percentage loss in property value, and extend that over the number of affected
properties. Following a literature search, and interviews with county tax assessors and
professional real estate appraisers, staff was unable to find any documentary evidence of impacts
to property value that could be used in a fiscal analysis.
Staff was therefore left with a number of unknowable factors, and was required to make several
assumptions about the potential impacts of this rule amendment. In summary, staff determined
that since the proposed amendment in fact allows a new voluntary action, but does not require
any affected party to take any action (or prohibit them from doing so), the proposed amendment
does not have any direct fiscal impact. Nevertheless, since the proposed amendment will allow
rebuilding of high-value oceanfront structures that is currently prohibited, and might facilitate more
real estate transactions, staff finds that the amendment can potentially have an indirect, and
significant economic impact. The N.C. Administrative Procedure Act defines substantial economic
impact as “an aggregate financial impact on all persons affected of at least one million dollars
($1,000,000) in a 12-month period.” Staff determined that indirect economic impacts could be felt
by federal, state, and local governments, private property owners, and private sector businesses
such as the real estate, finance, and insurance industries.
After staff drafts a fiscal analysis, we are required to submit it to the Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ), and to the Office of State Budget and Management (OSBM) for review and
certification. The CRC must also approve the fiscal analysis before the rule can be published for
public comment. DEQ has reviewed and approved the draft fiscal analysis, and OSBM has
reviewed it and provided comments. Staff is working with OSBM on final edits to the draft fiscal
analysis, and anticipates receiving OSBM certification prior to the July 12-13 CRC meeting.
Staff will recommend that the CRC approve the fiscal analysis at your July meeting. If the CRC
approves the fiscal analysis in July, the proposed rule amendment and the fiscal analysis will both
be published in the NC Register and made available for public review and comment. The CRC
will be able to hold a public hearing on the rule change at your September meeting in Wilmington,
and the rule could become effective on Feb. 1st, 2017.

SUBCHAPTER 7H – STATE GUIDELINES FOR AREAS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

15A NCAC 07H .0306 GENERAL USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) In order to protect life and property, all development not otherwise specifically exempted or allowed
by law or elsewhere in the Coastal Resources Commission's rules shall be located according to whichever
of the following is applicable:
(1)
The ocean hazard setback for development is measured in a landward direction from the
vegetation line, the static vegetation line, or the measurement line, whichever is applicable.
(2)
In areas with a development line, the ocean hazard setback line shall be set at a distance in
accordance with Subparagraphs (a)(3) through (9) of this Rule. In no case shall new
development be sited seaward of the development line.
(3)
In no case shall a development line be created or established below the mean high water
line.
(4)
The setback distance shall be determined by both the size of development and the shoreline
long-term erosion rate as defined in Rule .0304 of this Section. "Development size" is
defined by total floor area for structures and buildings or total area of footprint for
development other than structures and buildings. Total floor area includes the following:
(A)
The total square footage of heated or air-conditioned living space;
(B)
The total square footage of parking elevated above ground level; and
(C)
The total square footage of non-heated or non-air-conditioned areas elevated above
ground level, excluding attic space that is not designed to be load-bearing.
Decks, roof-covered porches, and walkways are not included in the total floor area unless
they are enclosed with material other than screen mesh or are being converted into an
enclosed space with material other than screen mesh.
(5)
With the exception of those types of development defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0309, no
development, including any portion of a building or structure, shall extend oceanward of
the ocean hazard setback distance. This includes roof overhangs and elevated structural
components that are cantilevered, knee braced, or otherwise extended beyond the support
of pilings or footings. The ocean hazard setback is established based on the following
criteria:
(A)
A building or other structure less than 5,000 square feet requires a minimum
setback of 60 feet or 30 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(B)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 5,000 square feet but less than
10,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 120 feet or 60 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(C)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 10,000 square feet but less
than 20,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 130 feet or 65 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(D)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 20,000 square feet but less
than 40,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 140 feet or 70 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(E)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 40,000 square feet but less
than 60,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 150 feet or 75 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(F)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 60,000 square feet but less
than 80,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 160 feet or 80 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(G)
A building or other structure greater than or equal to 80,000 square feet but less
than 100,000 square feet requires a minimum setback of 170 feet or 85 times the
shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;

(H)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

A building or other structure greater than or equal to 100,000 square feet requires
a minimum setback of 180 feet or 90 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever
is greater;
(I)
Infrastructure that is linear in nature such as roads, bridges, pedestrian access such
as boardwalks and sidewalks, and utilities providing for the transmission of
electricity, water, telephone, cable television, data, storm water, and sewer requires
a minimum setback of 60 feet or 30 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is
greater;
(J)
Parking lots greater than or equal to 5,000 square feet require a setback of 120 feet
or 60 times the shoreline erosion rate, whichever is greater;
(K)
Notwithstanding any other setback requirement of this Subparagraph, a building
or other structure greater than or equal to 5,000 square feet in a community with a
static line exception in accordance with 15A NCAC 07J .1200 requires a minimum
setback of 120 feet or 60 times the shoreline erosion rate in place at the time of
permit issuance, whichever is greater. The setback shall be measured landward
from either the static vegetation line, the vegetation line, or measurement line,
whichever is farthest landward; and
(L)
Notwithstanding any other setback requirement of this Subparagraph, replacement
of single-family or duplex residential structures with a total floor area greater than
5,000 square feet feet; and commercial and multi-family residential structures with
a total floor area no greater than 10,000 square feet, shall be allowed provided that
the structure meets the following criteria:
(i)
the structure was originally constructed prior to August 11, 2009;
(ii)
the structure as replaced does not exceed the original footprint or square
footage;
(iii)
it is not possible for the structure to be rebuilt in a location that meets the
ocean hazard setback criteria required under Subparagraph (a)(5) of this
Rule;
(iv)
the structure as replaced meets the minimum setback required under Part
(a)(5)(A) of this Rule; and
(v)
the structure is rebuilt as far landward on the lot as feasible.
If a primary dune exists in the AEC on or landward of the lot where the development is
proposed, the development shall be landward of the crest of the primary dune, the ocean
hazard setback, or development line, whichever is farthest from vegetation line, static
vegetation line, or measurement line, whichever is applicable. For existing lots, however,
where setting the development landward of the crest of the primary dune would preclude
any practical use of the lot, development may be located oceanward of the primary dune.
In such cases, the development may be located landward of the ocean hazard setback but
shall not be located on or oceanward of a frontal dune or the development line. The words
"existing lots" in this Rule shall mean a lot or tract of land which, as of June 1, 1979, is
specifically described in a recorded plat and cannot be enlarged by combining the lot or
tract of land with a contiguous lot(s) or tract(s) of land under the same ownership.
If no primary dune exists, but a frontal dune does exist in the AEC on or landward of the
lot where the development is proposed, the development shall be set landward of the frontal
dune, ocean hazard setback, or development line, whichever is farthest from the vegetation
line, static vegetation line, or measurement line, whichever is applicable.
If neither a primary nor frontal dune exists in the AEC on or landward of the lot where
development is proposed, the structure shall be landward of the ocean hazard setback or
development line, whichever is more restrictive.
Structural additions or increases in the footprint or total floor area of a building or structure
represent expansions to the total floor area and shall meet the setback requirements

(10)

(11)

(12)

established in this Rule and 15A NCAC 07H .0309(a). New development landward of the
applicable setback may be cosmetically, but shall not be structurally, attached to an existing
structure that does not conform with current setback requirements.
Established common law and statutory public rights of access to and use of public trust
lands and waters in ocean hazard areas shall not be eliminated or restricted. Development
shall not encroach upon public accessways, nor shall it limit the intended use of the
accessways.
Beach fill as defined in Rule .0305(a)(7) of this Section, represents a temporary response
to coastal erosion, and compatible beach fill as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0312 can be
expected to erode at least as fast as, if not faster than, the pre-project beach. Furthermore,
there is no assurance of future funding or beach-compatible sediment for continued beach
fill projects and project maintenance. A vegetation line that becomes established
oceanward of the pre-project vegetation line in an area that has received beach fill may be
more vulnerable to natural hazards along the oceanfront if the beach fill project is not
maintained. A development setback measured from the vegetation line may provide less
protection from ocean hazards. Therefore, development setbacks in areas that have
received large-scale beach fill as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0305 shall be measured
landward from the static vegetation line as defined in this Section, unless a development
line has been approved by the Coastal Resources Commission in accordance with 15A
NCAC 07J .1300.
In order to allow for development landward of the large-scale beach fill project that cannot
meet the setback requirements from the static vegetation line, but can or has the potential
to meet the setback requirements from the vegetation line set forth in Subparagraphs (a)(1)
and (a)(5) of this Rule, a local government, group of local governments involved in a
regional beach fill project, or qualified owner's association defined in G.S. 47F-1-103(3)
that has the authority to approve the locations of structures on lots within the territorial
jurisdiction of the association, and has jurisdiction over at least one mile of ocean shoreline,
may petition the Coastal Resources Commission for a "static line exception" in accordance
with 15A NCAC 07J .1200. The static line exception applies to development of property
that lies both within the jurisdictional boundary of the petitioner and the boundaries of the
large-scale beach fill project. This static line exception shall also allow development
greater than 5,000 square feet to use the setback provisions defined in Part (a)(5)(K) of this
Rule in areas that lie within the jurisdictional boundary of the petitioner, as well as the
boundaries of the large-scale beach fill project. The procedures for a static line exception
request are defined in 15A NCAC 07J .1200. If the request is approved, the Coastal
Resources Commission shall allow development setbacks to be measured from a vegetation
line that is oceanward of the static vegetation line under the following conditions:
(A)
Development meets all setback requirements from the vegetation line defined in
Subparagraphs (a)(1) and (a)(5) of this Rule;
(B)
Development setbacks are calculated from the shoreline erosion rate in place at the
time of permit issuance;
(C)
No portion of a building or structure, including roof overhangs and elevated
portions that are cantilevered, knee braced, or otherwise extended beyond the
support of pilings or footings, extends oceanward of the landward-most adjacent
building or structure. When the configuration of a lot precludes the placement of
a building or structure in line with the landward-most adjacent building or
structure, an average line of construction shall be determined by the Division of
Coastal Management on a case-by-case basis in order to determine an ocean hazard
setback that is landward of the vegetation line, a distance no less than 30 times the
shoreline erosion rate or 60 feet, whichever is greater;

(D)

With the exception of swimming pools, the development defined in Rule .0309(a)
of this Section is allowed oceanward of the static vegetation line; and
(E)
Development is not eligible for the exception defined in Rule .0309(b) of this
Section.
(b) In order to avoid weakening the protective nature of ocean beaches and primary and frontal dunes, no
development shall be permitted that involves the removal or relocation of primary or frontal dune sand or
vegetation thereon that would adversely affect the integrity of the dune. Other dunes within the ocean
hazard area shall not be disturbed unless the development of the property is otherwise impracticable. Any
disturbance of these other dunes is allowed only to the extent permitted by 15A NCAC 07H .0308(b).
(c) Development shall not cause irreversible damage to historic architectural or archaeological resources
as documented by the local historic commission, the North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural
Resources, or the National Historical Registry.
(d) Development shall comply with minimum lot size and set back requirements established by local
regulations.
(e) Mobile homes shall not be placed within the high hazard flood area unless they are within mobile home
parks existing as of June 1, 1979.
(f) Development shall comply with the general management objective for ocean hazard areas set forth in
15A NCAC 07H .0303.
(g) Development shall not interfere with legal access to, or use of, public resources, nor shall such
development increase the risk of damage to public trust areas.
(h) Development proposals shall incorporate measures to avoid or minimize adverse impacts of the project.
These measures shall be implemented at the applicant's expense and may include actions that:
(1)
minimize or avoid adverse impacts by limiting the magnitude or degree of the action;
(2)
restore the affected environment; or
(3)
compensate for the adverse impacts by replacing or providing substitute resources.
(i) Prior to the issuance of any permit for development in the ocean hazard AECs, there shall be a written
acknowledgment from the applicant to the Division of Coastal Management that the applicant is aware of
the risks associated with development in this hazardous area and the limited suitability of this area for
permanent structures. By granting permits, the Coastal Resources Commission does not guarantee the
safety of the development and assumes no liability for future damage to the development.
(j) All relocation of structures requires permit approval. Structures relocated with public funds shall
comply with the applicable setback line as well as other applicable AEC rules. Structures including septic
tanks and other essential accessories relocated entirely with non-public funds shall be relocated the
maximum feasible distance landward of the present location. Septic tanks may not be located oceanward
of the primary structure. All relocation of structures shall meet all other applicable local and state rules.
(k) Permits shall include the condition that any structure shall be relocated or dismantled when it becomes
imminently threatened by changes in shoreline configuration as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0308(a)(2)(B).
Any such structure shall be relocated or dismantled within two years of the time when it becomes
imminently threatened, and in any case upon its collapse or subsidence. However, if natural shoreline
recovery or beach fill takes place within two years of the time the structure becomes imminently threatened,
so that the structure is no longer imminently threatened, then it need not be relocated or dismantled at that
time. This permit condition shall not affect the permit holder's right to seek authorization of temporary
protective measures allowed under 15A NCAC 07H .0308(a)(2).
History Note:

Authority G.S. 113A-107; 113A-113(b)(6); 113A-124;
Eff. September 9, 1977;
Amended Eff. December 1, 1991; March 1, 1988; September 1, 1986; December 1, 1985;
RRC Objection due to ambiguity Eff. January 24, 1992;
Amended Eff. March 1, 1992;
RRC Objection due to ambiguity Eff. May 21, 1992;
Amended Eff. February 1, 1993; October 1, 1992; June 19, 1992;

RRC Objection due to ambiguity Eff. May 18, 1995;
Amended Eff. August 11, 2009; April 1, 2007; November 1, 2004; June 27, 1995;
Temporary Amendment Eff. January 3, 2013;
Amended Eff. April 1, 2016; September 1, 2013.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Coastal Resources Commission

FROM:

Mike Lopazanski

SUBJECT: Proposed Amendments to 7H .0308 Temporary Erosion Control Structures
The Commission has been considering amendments to your rules governing the use of
sandbags as temporary erosion control structures (15A NCAC 7H .0308; 7H .1704 and 7H
.1705) based on the legislative directive in S.L. 2015-241 as well as discussion of the CRC
and CRAC. The proposed amendments address the time limits for permitted sandbag
structures, provisions for removal when no longer necessary, and the allowance for
structures to remain beyond permitted time limits when “covered and vegetated.”
The Commission has also been discussing the provision that an imminently threatened
structure be permitted to utilized a temporary erosion control structure only once [7H
.0308(2)(M)] unless it is located in a community that is actively pursuing a remedy to their
erosion issue. At your May meeting, questions were raised as to how many properties
would be in areas that would not be considered pursuing a remedy for their erosion issues.
Staff have reviewed the sandbag permit data and determined there are 14 properties
(located in Currituck County, Southern Shores, Rodanthe, Kure Beach and Ocean Isle) that
would not be considered pursuing some mitigative activity. While the Commission approved
amendments that include the one-time per structure provision, Staff was directed to remove
this provision for further consideration at the July meeting.
Given the CRAC recommendation to allow an eight-year time limit for all structures and the
CRC direction to remove the one-time per property provision, there is no longer a relevant
distinction to be made between properties that are located in communities that are pursuing
mitigative activities such as beach nourishment, and properties that are not located in such
communities. Staff has therefore removed the portions of the rules associated with a
community’s mitigative activities.
It should be noted that HB 593 Amend Environmental and Other Laws currently being
considered by the Legislature includes:

State of North Carolina | Environmental Quality | Coastal Management
400 Commerce Avenue | Morehead City, NC 28557
252-808-2808 | 252-247-3330 (fax)

COASTAL RESOURCES COMMISSION RULES ON TEMPORARY EROSION CONTROL
STRUCTURES
SECTION 5.(a) Sections 14.6(p) and 14.6(q) of S.L. 2015-241 are repealed.
SECTION 5.(b) The Coastal Resources Commission shall adopt temporary rules for the use of
temporary erosion control structures consistent with the amendments to the temporary erosion
control structure rules adopted by the Commission as agenda item CRC-16-23 on May 11, 35 2016,
with any further modifications in the Commission's discretion. The Commission shall also adopt
permanent rules to implement this section.
Should HB 593 be enacted into law by your July 12-13, 2016 meeting, the CRC will be able
to initiate the temporary rulemaking process. Unlike the previous legislative directive, the
Commission’s authority to adopt the temporary rules will not expire.
The attached draft rule language includes the legislative provisions discussed at the last two
CRC meetings (highlighted) as well as the additional amendments discussed by the CRAC
(bold). Also attached is a “clean” version of the rule for easier reading. The new draft
amendments would be intended to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove the distinction between structures greater or less than 5,000 square feet,
setting the time limit at eight years for all structures;
Remove the “vegetated” requirement for sandbag structures to remain beyond their
permitted time when covered by sand;
Require that only sandbags exposed above grade be removed at the expiration of the
permit;
Modify the “no longer necessary” provisions to require the removal of sandbags that
are exposed above grade upon completion of a beach nourishment or inlet
relocation/stabilization project.
Deletes the provisions for properties located in communities with a planned beach
nourishment or inlet relocation/stabilization project.
Clarifies that structures determined by the Division of Coastal Management to be
imminently threatened upon the expiration date of permitted temporary erosion
control structures may be permitted to remain in place for an additional eight years.

In summary, the revised language manages sandbags in the following manner:
Sandbags Permitted
• On properties with an imminently threatened structure or accelerated erosion.
• On properties with no imminently threatened structure, but adjacent to a property with
an existing sandbag structure that is in compliance with the Commission’s rules.
Time Limits
• Sandbag permits will be valid for eight years for all structures.
• Sandbags may be permitted for an additional eight-year period if the property
qualifies (imminently threatened).
• Sandbag structures placed incrementally will have time limits corresponding to the
latest installation.
• Sandbag structures may remain if they are being litigated in court.
2

Removal
• If the structure is demolished or relocated, all sandbags must be removed.
• Upon completion of beach fill/inlet relocation or stabilization project, sandbags
exposed above grade must be removed.
• Upon expiration of the eight-year permit, sandbags exposed above grade must be
removed.
• Sandbags covered by sand do not need to be removed.
We look forward to discussing these proposed amendments and further guidance at your
upcoming meeting in Beaufort.
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15A NCAC 07H .0308 SPECIFIC USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) Ocean Shoreline Erosion Control Activities:
(1)
Use Standards Applicable to all Erosion Control Activities:
(A)
All oceanfront erosion response activities shall be consistent with the general policy statements
in 15A NCAC 07M .0200.
(B)
Permanent erosion control structures may cause significant adverse impacts on the value and
enjoyment of adjacent properties or public access to and use of the ocean beach, and, therefore,
unless specifically authorized under the Coastal Area Management Act, are prohibited. Such
structures include bulkheads, seawalls, revetments, jetties, groins and breakwaters.
(C)
Rules concerning the use of oceanfront erosion response measures apply to all oceanfront
properties without regard to the size of the structure on the property or the date of its construction.
(D)
All permitted oceanfront erosion response projects, other than beach bulldozing and temporary
placement of sandbag structures, shall demonstrate sound engineering for their planned purpose.
(E)
Shoreline erosion response projects shall not be constructed in beach or estuarine areas that
sustain substantial habitat for fish and wildlife species, as identified by natural resource agencies
during project review, unless mitigation measures are incorporated into project design, as set
forth in Rule .0306(i) of this Section.
(F)
Project construction shall be timed to minimize adverse effects on biological activity.
(G)
Prior to completing any erosion response project, all exposed remnants of or debris from failed
erosion control structures must be removed by the permittee.
(H)
Erosion control structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may be
permitted on finding by the Division that:
(i)
the erosion control structure is necessary to protect a bridge which provides the only
existing road access on a barrier island, that is vital to public safety, and is imminently
threatened by erosion as defined in provision (a)(2)(B) of this Rule;
(ii)
the erosion response measures of relocation, beach nourishment or temporary
stabilization are not adequate to protect public health and safety; and
(iii)
the proposed erosion control structure will have no adverse impacts on adjacent
properties in private ownership or on public use of the beach.
(I)
Structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may also be permitted on
finding by the Division that:
(i)
the structure is necessary to protect a state or federally registered historic site that is
imminently threatened by shoreline erosion as defined in provision (a)(2)(B) of this
Rule;
(ii)
the erosion response measures of relocation, beach nourishment or temporary
stabilization are not adequate and practicable to protect the site;
(iii)
the structure is limited in extent and scope to that necessary to protect the site; and
(iv)
any permit for a structure under this Part (I) may be issued only to a sponsoring public
agency for projects where the public benefits outweigh the short or long range
significant adverse impacts. Additionally, the permit shall include conditions providing
for mitigation or minimization by that agency of any unavoidable significant adverse
impacts on adjoining properties and on public access to and use of the beach.
(J)
Structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may also be permitted on
finding by the Division that:
(i)
the structure is necessary to maintain an existing commercial navigation channel of
regional significance within federally authorized limits;
(ii)
dredging alone is not practicable to maintain safe access to the affected channel;
(iii)
the structure is limited in extent and scope to that necessary to maintain the channel;
(iv)
the structure shall not adversely impact have significant adverse impacts on fisheries or
other public trust resources; and
(v)
any permit for a structure under this Part (J) may be issued only to a sponsoring public
agency for projects where the public benefits outweigh the short or long range
significant adverse impacts. Additionally, the permit shall include conditions providing
for mitigation or minimization by that agency of any unavoidable adverse impacts on
adjoining properties and on public access to and use of the beach.
(K)
The Commission may renew a permit for an erosion control structure issued pursuant to a
variance granted by the Commission prior to 1 July 1995. The Commission may authorize the
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(2)

replacement of a permanent erosion control structure that was permitted by the Commission
pursuant to a variance granted by the Commission prior to 1 July 1995 if the Commission finds
that:
(i)
the structure will not be enlarged beyond the dimensions set out in the permit;
(ii)
there is no practical alternative to replacing the structure that will provide the
same or similar benefits; and
(iii)
the replacement structure will comply with all applicable laws and with all rules, other
than the rule or rules with respect to which the Commission granted the variance, that
are in effect at the time the structure is replaced.
(L)
Proposed erosion response measures using innovative technology or design shall be considered
as experimental and shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine consistency with
15A NCAC 7M .0200 and general and specific use standards within this Section.
Temporary Erosion Control Structures:
(A)
Permittable temporary erosion control structures shall be limited to sandbags placed landward
of mean high water and parallel to the shore.
(B)
Temporary erosion control structures as defined in Part (2)(A) of this Subparagraph shall may
be used to protect only imminently threatened roads and associated right of ways, and buildings
and their associated septic systems. A structure is considered imminently threatened if its
foundation, septic system, or right-of-way in the case of roads, is less than 20 feet away from the
erosion scarp. Buildings and roads located more than 20 feet from the erosion scarp or in areas
where there is no obvious erosion scarp may also be found to be imminently threatened when
site conditions, such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, increase the risk of imminent
damage to the structure. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties
that are experiencing erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property
if an adjacent property has an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance
with the Commission’s rules. Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property
without imminently threatened structures shall be sited to align with and shall be no further
waterward than the most landward adjacent temporary erosion control structure.
(C)
Temporary Nothwithstanding Part (2)(B) of this Subparagraph, temporary erosion control
structures shall be used to protect only the principal structure and its associated septic system,
but not appurtenances such as pools, gazebos, decks or any amenity that is allowed as an
exception to the erosion setback requirement.
(D)
Temporary erosion control structures may be placed seaward waterward of a septic system when
there is no alternative to relocate it on the same or adjoining lot so that it is landward of or in line
with the structure being protected.
(E)
Temporary erosion control structures shall not extend more than 20 feet past the sides of the
structure to be protected. The landward side of such temporary erosion control structures shall
not be located more than 20 feet seaward waterward of the structure to be protected or the
right-of-way in the case of roads. If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and
at an increased risk of imminent damage due to site conditions such as a flat beach profile or
accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet
seaward waterward of the structure being protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent
damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be determined by the
Director of the Division of Coastal Management or their the Director’s designee in accordance
with Part (2)(A) of this Subparagraph.
(F)
Temporary erosion control structures may remain in place for up to two years after the date of
approval if they are protecting a building with a total floor area of 5000 sq. ft. or less and
its associated septic system, or, for up to five eight years for a building with a total floor area
of more than 5000 sq. ft. and its associated septic system, system. Temporary erosion control
structures may remain in place for up to five years if they are protecting a bridge or a road. The
termination date of all contiguous temporary erosion control structures on the same property
shall be the same and shall be the latest termination date of any of the permitted temporary
erosion control structures. The property owner shall be responsible for removal of any portion
of the temporary erosion control structure exposed above grade the temporary structure within
30 days of the end of the allowable time period. Owners of structures determined by the Division
of Coastal Management to be imminently threatened upon the expiration date of permitted
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temporary erosion control structures issued pursuant to this Section, may be eligible for a permit
to remain in place for an additional eight years.

(G)

(H)(G)

(I)(H)
(J)(I)
(K)(J)

(L)(K)
(M)

Temporary sandbag erosion control structures may remain in place for up to eight years from the
date of approval if they are located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or if they are located in an Inlet Hazard Area adjacent to an inlet for which a community
is actively pursuing an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with G.S. 113A115.1 For purposes of this Rule, a community is considered to be actively pursuing a beach
nourishment, nourishment or an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with G.S.
113A-115.1 if it has:
(i)
been issued an active CAMA permit, where necessary, approving such project; or
(ii)
been identified by a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Beach Nourishment
Reconnaissance Study, General Reevaluation Report, Coastal Storm Damage
Reduction Study Study, or an ongoing feasibility study by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and a commitment of local or federal money, when necessary; or
(iii)
received a favorable economic evaluation report on a federal project; or
(iv)
is in the planning stages of a project designed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
or persons meeting applicable State occupational licensing requirements and
initiated by a local government or community with a commitment of local or state
funds to construct the project and the identification of the financial resources or
funding bases necessary to fund the beach nourishment, nourishment or the inlet
relocation or stabilization project.
If beach nourishment, nourishment or inlet relocation or stabilization is rejected by the
sponsoring agency or community, or ceases to be actively planned for a section of shoreline,
the time extension is void for that section of beach or community and existing sandbags are
subject to all applicable time limits set forth in Part (F) of this Subparagraph. The
termination date of all permits for contiguous temporary erosion control structures on the
same property shall be the same and shall be the latest termination date of any of the
permits.
Once the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal
Management to be unnecessary due to relocation or removal of the threatened structure, it shall
be removed by the property owner within 30 days of official notification from the Division
of Coastal Management regardless of the time limit placed on the temporary erosion
control structure. If the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division
of Coastal Management to be unnecessary due to the completion of a storm protection project
constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a large-scale beach nourishment project,
project, or an inlet relocation or stabilization project, any portion of the temporary erosion
control structure exposed above grade it shall be removed by the property owner within 30
days of official notification from the Division of Coastal Management regardless of the time
limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure.
Removal of temporary erosion control structures is not required if they are covered by dunes
sand with stable and natural vegetation.
The property owner shall be responsible for the removal of remnants of all portions of any
damaged temporary erosion control structure.
Sandbags used to construct temporary erosion control structures shall be tan in color and three
to five feet wide and seven to 15 feet long when measured flat. Base width of the structure shall
not exceed 20 feet, and the height shall not exceed six feet.
Soldier pilings and other types of devices to anchor sandbags shall not be allowed.
An imminently threatened structure may be protected only once, regardless of ownership, unless
the threatened structure is located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or in an Inlet Hazard Area and in a community that is actively pursuing an inlet relocation
or stabilization project in accordance with Part (G)(H) of this Subparagraph. Existing temporary
erosion control structures located in Inlet Hazard Areas may be eligible for an additional eight
year eight-year permit extension provided that the structure being protected is still imminently
threatened, the temporary erosion control structure is in compliance with requirements of this
Subchapter Subchapter, and the community in which it is located is actively pursuing a beach
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(N)

nourishment, nourishment or an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with Part
(G) of this Subparagraph. In the case of a building, a temporary erosion control structure may
be extended, or new segments constructed, if additional areas of the building become imminently
threatened. Where temporary structures are installed or extended incrementally, the time period
for removal under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph shall begin at the time the initial most
recent erosion control structure is installed. For the purpose of this Rule:
(i)
a building and septic system shall be considered as separate structures.
(ii)
a road or highway shall be allowed to be incrementally protected as sections become
imminently threatened. The time period for removal of each contiguous section of
sandbags shall begin at the time that the most recent section is installed in accordance
with Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph.
Existing sandbag structures may be repaired or replaced within their originally permitted
dimensions during the time period allowed under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph. Existing
sandbag structures that were legally placed pursuant to permits that have since expired may be
replaced, repaired, or modified within their permit dimensions if the status of the permit is being
litigated by the property owner in state, federal or administrative court.

15A NCAC 07H .1704 GENERAL CONDITIONS
(a) Work permitted by means of an emergency general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
(1)
No work shall begin until an onsite meeting is held with the applicant and a Division of Coastal
Management representative so that the proposed emergency work can be delineated. Written
authorization to proceed with the proposed development may be issued during this visit.
(2)
No work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to reasonably protect against or reduce the
imminent danger caused by the emergency, to restore the damaged property to its condition immediately
before the emergency, or to re-establish necessary public facilities or transportation corridors.
(3)
Any permitted erosion control projects shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure or the right-of way in the case of roads. roads, except as provided under 15A NCAC
07H .0308. If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent
damage due to site conditions such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control
structures may be located more than 20 feet seaward waterward of the structure being protected. In cases
of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be
determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s designee.
(4)
Fill materials used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control shall be obtained
from an upland source. Excavation below MHW in the Ocean Hazard AEC may be allowed to obtain
material to fill sandbags used for emergency protection.
(5)
Structural work shall meet sound engineering practices.
(6)
This permit allows the use of oceanfront erosion control measures for all oceanfront properties without
regard to the size of the existing structure on the property or the date of construction.
(b) Individuals shall allow authorized representatives of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Environmental Quality to make inspections at any time deemed necessary to be sure that the activity being performed
under authority of this general permit is in accordance with the terms and conditions in these Rules.
(c) Development shall not jeopardize the use of the waters for navigation or for other public trust rights in public trust areas
including estuarine waters.
(d) This permit shall not be applicable to proposed construction where the Department has determined, based on an initial
review of the application, that notice and review pursuant to G.S. 113A-119 is necessary because there are unresolved
questions concerning the proposed activity's impact on adjoining properties or on water quality, air quality, coastal wetlands,
cultural or historic sites, wildlife, fisheries resources, or public trust rights.
(e) This permit does not eliminate the need to obtain any other state, local, or federal authorization.
(f) Development carried out under this permit must be consistent with all local requirements, CAMA rules, and local land
use plans, storm hazard mitigation, and post-disaster recovery plans current at the time of authorization.
History Note:

Authority G.S. 113-229(cl); 113A-107(a),(b); 113A-113(b); 113A-118.1;
Eff. November 1, 1985;
Amended Eff. December 1, 1991; May 1, 1990;
RRC Objection due to ambiguity Eff. May 19, 1994;
Amended Eff. May 1, 2010; August 1, 1998; July 1, 1994;
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15A NCAC 07H .1705 SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
(a) Temporary Erosion Control Structures in the Ocean Hazard AEC.
(1)
Permittable temporary erosion control structures shall be limited to sandbags placed landward of mean
high water and parallel to the shore.
(2)
Temporary erosion control structures as defined in Subparagraph (1) of this Paragraph shall may be
used to protect only imminently threatened roads and associated right of ways, and buildings and their
associated septic systems. A structure is considered imminently threatened if its foundation, septic
system, or, or right-of-way in the case of roads, roads is less than 20 feet away from the erosion scarp.
Buildings and roads located more than 20 feet from the erosion scarp or in areas where there is no
obvious erosion scarp may also be found to be imminently threatened when the Division determines that
site conditions, such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, increase the risk of imminent damage
to the structure. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are
experiencing erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an adjacent
property has an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with the
Commission’s rules. Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without imminently
threatened structures shall be sited to align with and shall be no farther waterward than the most
landward adjacent temporary erosion control structure.
(3)
Temporary Notwithstanding Part (a)(2) of this Subparagraph, temporary erosion control structures shall
be used to protect only the principal structure and its associated septic system, but not appurtenances
such as pools, gazebos, decks or any amenity that is allowed as an exception to the erosion setback
requirement.
(4)
Temporary erosion control structures may be placed seaward waterward of a septic system when there is
no alternative to relocate it on the same or adjoining lot so that it is landward of or in line with the
structure being protected.
(5)
Temporary erosion control structures shall not extend more than 20 feet past the sides of the structure to
be protected. The landward side of such temporary erosion control structures shall not be located more
than 20 feet seaward waterward of the structure to be protected or the right-of-way in the case of roads.
If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent damage due
to site conditions such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control structures
may be located more than 20 feet seaward waterward of the structure being protected. In cases of
increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be
determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s designee in
accordance with Subparagraph (1) of this Paragraph.
(6)
Temporary erosion control structures may remain in place for up to two years after the date of
approval if they are protecting a building with a total floor area of 5,000 square feet or less and its
associated septic system, or for up to five eight years for a building with a total floor area of more
than 5,000 square feet and its associated septic system. system, Temporary erosion control
structures may remain in place for up to five eight years if they are protecting a bridge or a road.
The termination date of all permits for contiguous temporary erosion control structures on the same
property shall be the same and shall be the latest termination date of any of the permits. The property
owner shall be responsible for removal of any portion of the temporary erosion control structure
exposed above grade the temporary structure within 30 days of the end of the allowable time period.
Owners of structures determined by the Division of Coastal Management to be imminently
threatened upon the expiration of permitted temporary erosion control structures issued
pursuant to this Section, may be eligible for a permit to remain in place for an additional eight
years.
(7)

Temporary sandbag erosion control structures may remain in place for up to eight years from the
date of approval if they are located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or if they are located in an Inlet Hazard Area adjacent to an inlet for which a community
is actively pursuing an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with G.S. 113A115.1. For purposes of this Rule, a community is considered to be actively pursuing a beach
nourishment, nourishment or an inlet relocation or stabilization project if it has:
(A)
an active CAMA permit, where necessary, approving such project; or
(B)
been identified by a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Beach Nourishment Reconnaissance
Study, General Reevaluation Report, Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Study, or an
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ongoing feasibility study by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and a commitment of local
or federal money, when necessary; or
(C)
received a favorable economic evaluation report on a federal project; or
(D)
is in the planning stages of a project designed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or
persons meeting applicable State occupational licensing requirements and initiated by a
local government or community with a commitment of local or state funds to construct
the project and the identification of the financial resources or funding bases necessary to
fund the beach nourishment, nourishment or inlet relocation or stabilization project.
If beach nourishment, inlet relocation or stabilization is rejected by the sponsoring agency or
community, or ceases to be actively planned for a section of shoreline, the time extension is void
for that section of beach or community and existing sandbags are subject to all applicable time
limits set forth in Subparagraph (6) of this Paragraph. The termination date of all permits for
contiguous temporary erosion control structures on the same property shall be the same and shall
be the latest termination date of any of the permits.
(8)(7) Once the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal Management to
be unnecessary due to relocation or removal of the threatened structure, it shall be removed by the
property owner within 30 days of official notification from the Division of Coastal Management
regardless of the time limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure. If the temporary
erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal Management to be unnecessary
due to the completion of a storm protection project constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
a large scale beach nourishment project, or an inlet relocation or stabilization project, any portion of
the temporary erosion control structure exposed above grade it shall be removed by the permittee
within 30 days of official notification by the Division of Coastal Management, regardless of the time
limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure.
(9)(8) Removal of temporary erosion control structures is not required if they are covered by dunes sand with
stable and natural vegetation.
(10)(9) The property owner shall be responsible for the removal of remnants of all portions of any damaged
temporary erosion control structure.
(11)(10) Sandbags used to construct temporary erosion control structures shall be tan in color and 3 to 5 feet
wide and 7 to 15 feet long when measured flat. Base width of the structure shall not exceed 20 feet, and
the height shall not exceed 6 feet.
(12)(11) Soldier pilings and other types of devices to anchor sandbags shall not be allowed.
(13)(12) Excavation below mean high water in the Ocean Hazard AEC may be allowed to obtain material to fill
sandbags used for emergency protection.
(14)(13) An imminently threatened structure may be protected only once regardless of ownership, unless
the threatened structure is located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or in an Inlet Hazard Area and in a community that is actively pursuing an inlet
relocation or stabilization project in accordance with Subparagraph (7). Existing temporary
erosion control structures may be eligible for an additional eight year permit extension provided
that the structure being protected is still imminently threatened, the temporary erosion control
structure is in compliance with requirements of this Subparagraph Subparagraph, and the
community in which it is located is actively pursuing a beach nourishment, nourishment or an
inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with Subparagraph (7) of this Paragraph.
In the case of a building, a temporary erosion control structure may be extended, or new segments
constructed, if additional areas of the building become imminently threatened. Where temporary
structures are installed or extended incrementally, the time period for removal under Subparagraph (6)
or (7) shall begin at the time the initial most recent erosion control structure is installed. For the
purpose of this Rule:
(A)
a building and septic system shall be considered as separate structures.
(B)
a road or highway shall be allowed to be incrementally protected as sections become
imminently threatened. The time period for removal of each contiguous section of sandbags
shall begin at the time that the most recent section is installed in accordance with Subparagraph
(6) or (7) of this Rule.
(15)(14) Existing sandbag structures may be repaired or replaced within their originally permitted dimensions
during the time period allowed under Subparagraph (6) or (7) of this Rule. Existing sandbag structures
that were legally placed pursuant to permits that have since expired may be replaced, repaired, or
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modified within their permit dimensions if the status of the permit is being litigated by the property
owner in state, federal or administrative court.
(b) Erosion Control Structures in the Estuarine Shoreline, Estuarine Waters, and Public Trust AECs. Work permitted by
this general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
(1)
No work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to reasonably protect against or reduce
the imminent danger caused by the emergency or to restore the damaged property to its condition
immediately before the emergency;
(2)
The erosion control structure shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure. If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of
imminent damage due to site conditions such as a flat shore profile or accelerated erosion, temporary
erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet seaward waterward of the structure being
protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control
structures shall be determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s
designee. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are experiencing
erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an adjacent property has
an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with the Commission’s rules.
Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without imminently threatened structures
shall be sited to align with and be no further waterward than the most landward adjacent temporary
erosion control structure.
(3)
Fill material used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control in the Estuarine
Shoreline, Estuarine Waters and Public Trust AECs shall be obtained from an upland source.
(c) Protection, Rehabilitation, or Temporary Relocation of Public Facilities or Transportation Corridors.
(1)
Work permitted by this general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
(A)
no work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to protect against or reduce the
imminent danger caused by the emergency or to restore the damaged property to its condition
immediately before the emergency;
(B)
the erosion control structure shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure or the right-of-way in the case of roads. If a public facility or
transportation corridor is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent
damage due to site conditions such as a flat shore profile or accelerated erosion, temporary
erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet seaward waterward of the facility
or corridor being protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the
temporary erosion control structures shall be determined by the Director of the Division of
Coastal Management or the Director’s designee in accordance with Subparagraph (a)(1) of this
Rule. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are
experiencing erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an
adjacent property has an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with
the Commission’s rules. Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without
imminently threatened structures shall be sited to align with and be no further waterward than
the most landward adjacent temporary erosion control structure;
(C)
any fill materials used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control shall
be obtained from an upland source except that dredging for fill material to protect public
facilities or transportation corridors shall be considered in accordance with standards in 15A
NCAC 7H .0208; 7H .0208; and
(D)
all fill materials or structures associated with temporary relocations which are located within
Coastal Wetlands, Estuarine Water, or Public Trust AECs shall be removed after the
emergency event has ended and the area restored to pre-disturbed conditions.
(2)
This permit authorizes only the immediate protection or temporary rehabilitation or relocation of
existing public facilities. Long-term stabilization or relocation of public facilities shall be consistent
with local governments' post-disaster recovery plans and policies which are part of their Land Use
Plans.
History Note:

Authority G.S. 113-229(cl); 113A-107(a),(b); 113A-113(b); 113A-115.1; 113A-118.1;
Eff. November 1, 1985;
Amended Eff. April 1, 1999; February 1, 1996; June 1, 1995;
Temporary Amendment Eff. July 3, 2000; May 22, 2000;
Amended Eff. May 1, 2013; May 1, 2010; August 1, 2002.Temporary Amendment Eff. July 3, 2000; May 22, 2000;
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15A NCAC 07H .0308 SPECIFIC USE STANDARDS FOR OCEAN HAZARD AREAS
(a) Ocean Shoreline Erosion Control Activities:
(1)
Use Standards Applicable to all Erosion Control Activities:
(A)
All oceanfront erosion response activities shall be consistent with the general policy statements
in 15A NCAC 07M .0200.
(B)
Permanent erosion control structures may cause significant adverse impacts on the value and
enjoyment of adjacent properties or public access to and use of the ocean beach, and, therefore,
unless specifically authorized under the Coastal Area Management Act, are prohibited. Such
structures include bulkheads, seawalls, revetments, jetties, groins and breakwaters.
(C)
Rules concerning the use of oceanfront erosion response measures apply to all oceanfront
properties without regard to the size of the structure on the property or the date of its construction.
(D)
All permitted oceanfront erosion response projects, other than beach bulldozing and temporary
placement of sandbag structures, shall demonstrate sound engineering for their planned purpose.
(E)
Shoreline erosion response projects shall not be constructed in beach or estuarine areas that
sustain substantial habitat for fish and wildlife species, as identified by natural resource agencies
during project review, unless mitigation measures are incorporated into project design, as set
forth in Rule .0306(i) of this Section.
(F)
Project construction shall be timed to minimize adverse effects on biological activity.
(G)
Prior to completing any erosion response project, all exposed remnants of or debris from failed
erosion control structures must be removed by the permittee.
(H)
Erosion control structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may be
permitted on finding by the Division that:
(i)
the erosion control structure is necessary to protect a bridge which provides the only
existing road access on a barrier island, that is vital to public safety, and is imminently
threatened by erosion as defined in provision (a)(2)(B) of this Rule;
(ii)
the erosion response measures of relocation, beach nourishment or temporary
stabilization are not adequate to protect public health and safety; and
(iii)
the proposed erosion control structure will have no adverse impacts on adjacent
properties in private ownership or on public use of the beach.
(I)
Structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may also be permitted on
finding by the Division that:
(i)
the structure is necessary to protect a state or federally registered historic site that is
imminently threatened by shoreline erosion as defined in provision (a)(2)(B) of this
Rule;
(ii)
the erosion response measures of relocation, beach nourishment or temporary
stabilization are not adequate and practicable to protect the site;
(iii)
the structure is limited in extent and scope to that necessary to protect the site; and
(iv)
any permit for a structure under this Part (I) may be issued only to a sponsoring public
agency for projects where the public benefits outweigh the significant adverse impacts.
Additionally, the permit shall include conditions providing for mitigation or
minimization by that agency of significant adverse impacts on adjoining properties and
on public access to and use of the beach.
(J)
Structures that would otherwise be prohibited by these standards may also be permitted on
finding by the Division that:
(i)
the structure is necessary to maintain an existing commercial navigation channel of
regional significance within federally authorized limits;
(ii)
dredging alone is not practicable to maintain safe access to the affected channel;
(iii)
the structure is limited in extent and scope to that necessary to maintain the channel;
(iv)
the structure shall not have significant adverse impacts on fisheries or other public trust
resources; and
(vi)
any permit for a structure under this Part (J) may be issued only to a sponsoring public
agency for projects where the public benefits outweigh the significant adverse impacts.
Additionally, the permit shall include conditions providing for mitigation or
minimization by that agency of any unavoidable adverse impacts on adjoining
properties and on public access to and use of the beach.
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(K)

(2)

The Commission may renew a permit for an erosion control structure issued pursuant to a
variance granted by the Commission prior to 1 July 1995. The Commission may authorize the
replacement of a permanent erosion control structure that was permitted by the Commission
pursuant to a variance granted by the Commission prior to 1 July 1995 if the Commission finds
that:
(i)
the structure will not be enlarged beyond the dimensions set out in the permit;
(ii)
there is no practical alternative to replacing the structure that will provide the
same or similar benefits; and
(iii)
the replacement structure will comply with all applicable laws and with all rules, other
than the rule or rules with respect to which the Commission granted the variance, that
are in effect at the time the structure is replaced.
(L)
Proposed erosion response measures using innovative technology or design shall be considered
as experimental and shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine consistency with
15A NCAC 7M .0200 and general and specific use standards within this Section.
Temporary Erosion Control Structures:
(A)
Permittable temporary erosion control structures shall be limited to sandbags placed landward
of mean high water and parallel to the shore.
(B)
Temporary erosion control structures as defined in Part (2)(A) of this Subparagraph may be used
to protect imminently threatened roads and associated right of ways, and buildings and their
associated septic systems. A structure is considered imminently threatened if its foundation,
septic system, or right-of-way in the case of roads, is less than 20 feet away from the erosion
scarp. Buildings and roads located more than 20 feet from the erosion scarp or in areas where
there is no obvious erosion scarp may also be found to be imminently threatened when site
conditions, such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, increase the risk of imminent
damage to the structure. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties
that are experiencing erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property
if an adjacent property has an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance
with the Commission’s rules. Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property
without imminently threatened structures shall be sited to align with and shall be no further
waterward than the most landward adjacent temporary erosion control structure.
(C)
Temporary Nothwithstanding Part (2)(B) of this Subparagraph, temporary erosion control
structures shall be used to protect only the principal structure and its associated septic system,
but not appurtenances such as pools, gazebos, decks or any amenity that is allowed as an
exception to the erosion setback requirement.
(D)
Temporary erosion control structures may be placed waterward of a septic system when there is
no alternative to relocate it on the same or adjoining lot so that it is landward of or in line with
the structure being protected.
(E)
The landward side of such temporary erosion control structures shall not be located more than
20 feet waterward of the structure to be protected or the right-of-way in the case of roads. If a
building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at an increased risk of imminent
damage due to site conditions such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary
erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet waterward of the structure being
protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion
control structures shall be determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or
the Director’s designee in accordance with Part (2)(A) of this Subparagraph.
(F)
Temporary erosion control structures may remain in place for up eight years for a building and
its associated septic system, a bridge or a road. The termination date of all contiguous temporary
erosion control structures on the same property shall be the same and shall be the latest
termination date of any of the permitted temporary erosion control structures. The property
owner shall be responsible for removal of any portion of the temporary erosion control structure
exposed above grade the temporary structure within 30 days of the end of the allowable time
period. Owners of structures determined by the Division of Coastal Management to be
imminently threatened upon the expiration date of permitted temporary erosion control structures
issued pursuant to this Section, may be eligible for a permit to remain in place for an additional
eight years.
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(G)

(G)

(H)
(I)
(J)

(K)
(L)

(N)

Temporary sandbag erosion control structures may remain in place for up to eight years from the
date of approval if they are located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or if they are located in an Inlet Hazard Area adjacent to an inlet for which a community
is actively pursuing an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with G.S. 113A115.1 For purposes of this Rule, a community is considered to be actively pursuing a beach,
nourishment or an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with G.S. 113A-115.1
if it has:
Once the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal
Management to be unnecessary due to relocation or removal of the threatened structure, it shall
be removed by the property owner within 30 days of official notification from the Division
of Coastal Management regardless of the time limit placed on the temporary erosion
control structure. If the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division
of Coastal Management to be unnecessary due to the completion of a storm protection project
constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a large-scale beach nourishment, project, or
an inlet relocation or stabilization project, any portion of the temporary erosion control
structure exposed above grade it shall be removed by the property owner within 30 days of
official notification from the Division of Coastal Management regardless of the time limit placed
on the temporary erosion control structure.
Removal of temporary erosion control structures is not required if they are covered by sand.
The property owner shall be responsible for the removal of remnants of all portions of any
damaged temporary erosion control structure.
Sandbags used to construct temporary erosion control structures shall be tan in color and three
to five feet wide and seven to 15 feet long when measured flat. Base width of the structure shall
not exceed 20 feet, and the height shall not exceed six feet.
Soldier pilings and other types of devices to anchor sandbags shall not be allowed.
An imminently threatened structure may be protected only once, regardless of ownership, unless
the threatened structure is located in a community that is actively pursuing a beach nourishment
project, or in an Inlet Hazard Area and in a community that is actively pursuing an inlet relocation
or stabilization project in accordance with Part (G)(H) of this Subparagraph. Existing temporary
erosion control structures located in Inlet Hazard Areas may be eligible for an additional eight
year eight-year permit extension provided that the structure being protected is still imminently
threatened, the temporary erosion control structure is in compliance with requirements of this
Subchapter Subchapter, and the community in which it is located is actively pursuing a beach
nourishment, nourishment or an inlet relocation or stabilization project in accordance with Part
(G) of this Subparagraph. In the case of a building, a temporary erosion control structure may
be extended, or new segments constructed, if additional areas of the building become imminently
threatened. Where temporary structures are installed or extended incrementally, the time period
for removal under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph shall begin at the time the initial most
recent erosion control structure is installed. For the purpose of this Rule:
(i)
a building and septic system shall be considered as separate structures.
(ii)
a road or highway shall be allowed to be incrementally protected as sections become
imminently threatened. The time period for removal of each contiguous section of
sandbags shall begin at the time that the most recent section is installed in accordance
with Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph.
Existing sandbag structures may be repaired or replaced within their originally permitted
dimensions during the time period allowed under Part (F) or (G) of this Subparagraph. Existing
sandbag structures that were legally placed pursuant to permits that have since expired may be
replaced, repaired, or modified within their permit dimensions if the status of the permit is being
litigated by the property owner in state, federal or administrative court.

15A NCAC 07H .1704 GENERAL CONDITIONS
(a) Work permitted by means of an emergency general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
(1)
No work shall begin until an onsite meeting is held with the applicant and a Division of Coastal
Management representative so that the proposed emergency work can be delineated. Written
authorization to proceed with the proposed development may be issued during this visit.
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(2)

No work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to reasonably protect against or reduce the
imminent danger caused by the emergency, to restore the damaged property to its condition immediately
before the emergency, or to re-establish necessary public facilities or transportation corridors.
(3)
Any permitted erosion control projects shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure or the right-of way in the case of roads, except as provided under 15A NCAC 07H
.0308. If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent damage
due to site conditions such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control
structures may be located more than 20 feet waterward of the structure being protected. In cases of
increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be
determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s designee.
(4)
Fill materials used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control shall be obtained
from an upland source. Excavation below MHW in the Ocean Hazard AEC may be allowed to obtain
material to fill sandbags used for emergency protection.
(5)
Structural work shall meet sound engineering practices.
(6)
This permit allows the use of oceanfront erosion control measures for all oceanfront properties without
regard to the size of the existing structure on the property or the date of construction.
(b) Individuals shall allow authorized representatives of the Department of Environmental Quality to make inspections
at any time deemed necessary to be sure that the activity being performed under authority of this general permit is in
accordance with the terms and conditions in these Rules.
(c) Development shall not jeopardize the use of the waters for navigation or for other public trust rights in public trust areas
including estuarine waters.
(d) This permit shall not be applicable to proposed construction where the Department has determined, based on an initial
review of the application, that notice and review pursuant to G.S. 113A-119 is necessary because there are unresolved
questions concerning the proposed activity's impact on adjoining properties or on water quality, air quality, coastal wetlands,
cultural or historic sites, wildlife, fisheries resources, or public trust rights.
(e) This permit does not eliminate the need to obtain any other state, local, or federal authorization.
(f) Development carried out under this permit must be consistent with all local requirements, CAMA rules, and local land
use plans, storm hazard mitigation, and post-disaster recovery plans current at the time of authorization.
History Note:

Authority G.S. 113-229(cl); 113A-107(a),(b); 113A-113(b); 113A-118.1;
Eff. November 1, 1985;
Amended Eff. December 1, 1991; May 1, 1990;
RRC Objection due to ambiguity Eff. May 19, 1994;
Amended Eff. May 1, 2010; August 1, 1998; July 1, 1994;

15A NCAC 07H .1705 SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
(a) Temporary Erosion Control Structures in the Ocean Hazard AEC.
(1)
Permittable temporary erosion control structures shall be limited to sandbags placed landward of mean
high water and parallel to the shore.
(2)
Temporary erosion control structures as defined in Subparagraph (1) of this Paragraph may be used to
protect imminently threatened roads and associated right of ways, and buildings and their associated
septic systems. A structure is considered imminently threatened if its foundation, septic system, or
right-of-way in the case of roads is less than 20 feet away from the erosion scarp. Buildings and roads
located more than 20 feet from the erosion scarp or in areas where there is no obvious erosion scarp may
also be found to be imminently threatened when the Division determines that site conditions, such as a
flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, increase the risk of imminent damage to the structure.
Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are experiencing erosion
when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an adjacent property has an
existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with the Commission’s rules.
Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without imminently threatened structures
shall be sited to align with and shall be no farther waterward than the most landward adjacent temporary
erosion control structure.
(3)
Notwithstanding Part (a)(2) of this Subparagraph, temporary erosion control structures shall be used to
protect only the principal structure and its associated septic system, but not appurtenances such as pools,
gazebos, decks or any amenity that is allowed as an exception to the erosion setback requirement.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

Temporary erosion control structures may be placed waterward of a septic system when there is no
alternative to relocate it on the same or adjoining lot so that it is landward of or in line with the structure
being protected.
The landward side of such temporary erosion control structures shall not be located more than 20 feet
waterward of the structure to be protected or the right-of-way in the case of roads. If a building or road
is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent damage due to site conditions
such as a flat beach profile or accelerated erosion, temporary erosion control structures may be located
more than 20 feet waterward of the structure being protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent
damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures shall be determined by the Director of
the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s designee in accordance with Subparagraph (1) of
this Paragraph.
Temporary erosion control structures may remain in place for up to eight years for a building and its
associated septic system, a bridge or a road. The termination date of all permits for contiguous
temporary erosion control structures on the same property shall be the same and shall be the latest
termination date of any of the permits. The property owner shall be responsible for removal of any
portion of the temporary erosion control structure exposed above grade within 30 days of the end
of the allowable time period. Owners of structures determined by the Division of Coastal
Management to be imminently threatened upon the expiration of permitted temporary erosion
control structures issued pursuant to this Section, may be eligible for a permit to remain in place
for an additional eight years.

(7)

Once the temporary erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal Management to
be unnecessary due to relocation or removal of the threatened structure, it shall be removed by the
property owner within 30 days of official notification from the Division of Coastal Management
regardless of the time limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure. If the temporary
erosion control structure is determined by the Division of Coastal Management to be unnecessary
due to the completion of a storm protection project constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
a large scale beach nourishment project, or an inlet relocation or stabilization project, any portion of
the temporary erosion control structure exposed above grade it shall be removed by the permittee
within 30 days of official notification by the Division of Coastal Management, regardless of the time
limit placed on the temporary erosion control structure.
(8)
Removal of temporary erosion control structures is not required if they are covered by sand.
(9)
The property owner shall be responsible for the removal of remnants of all portions of any damaged
temporary erosion control structure.
(10)
Sandbags used to construct temporary erosion control structures shall be tan in color and 3 to 5 feet
wide and 7 to 15 feet long when measured flat. Base width of the structure shall not exceed 20 feet, and
the height shall not exceed 6 feet.
(11)
Soldier pilings and other types of devices to anchor sandbags shall not be allowed.
(12)
Excavation below mean high water in the Ocean Hazard AEC may be allowed to obtain material to fill
sandbags used for emergency protection.
(13)
In the case of a building, a temporary erosion control structure may be extended, or new segments
constructed, if additional areas of the building become imminently threatened. Where temporary
structures are installed or extended incrementally, the time period for removal under Subparagraph (6)
or (7) shall begin at the time the most recent erosion control structure is installed. For the purpose of
this Rule:
(A)
a building and septic system shall be considered as separate structures.
(B)
a road or highway shall be allowed to be incrementally protected as sections become
imminently threatened. The time period for removal of each contiguous section of sandbags
shall begin at the time that the most recent section is installed in accordance with Subparagraph
(6) or (7) of this Rule.
(14)
Existing sandbag structures may be repaired or replaced within their originally permitted dimensions
during the time period allowed under Subparagraph (6) or (7) of this Rule. Existing sandbag structures
that were legally placed pursuant to permits that have since expired may be replaced, repaired, or
modified within their permit dimensions if the status of the permit is being litigated by the property
owner in state, federal or administrative court.
(b) Erosion Control Structures in the Estuarine Shoreline, Estuarine Waters, and Public Trust AECs. Work permitted by
this general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
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(1)

No work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to reasonably protect against or reduce
the imminent danger caused by the emergency or to restore the damaged property to its condition
immediately before the emergency;
(2)
The erosion control structure shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure. If a building or road is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of
imminent damage due to site conditions such as a flat shore profile or accelerated erosion, temporary
erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet waterward of the structure being protected.
In cases of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the temporary erosion control structures
shall be determined by the Director of the Division of Coastal Management or the Director’s designee.
Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are experiencing erosion
when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an adjacent property has an
existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with the Commission’s rules.
Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without imminently threatened structures
shall be sited to align with and be no further waterward than the most landward adjacent temporary
erosion control structure.
(3)
Fill material used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control in the Estuarine
Shoreline, Estuarine Waters and Public Trust AECs shall be obtained from an upland source.
(c) Protection, Rehabilitation, or Temporary Relocation of Public Facilities or Transportation Corridors.
(1)
Work permitted by this general permit shall be subject to the following limitations:
(A)
no work shall be permitted other than that which is necessary to protect against or reduce the
imminent danger caused by the emergency or to restore the damaged property to its condition
immediately before the emergency;
(B)
the erosion control structure shall be located no more than 20 feet waterward of the imminently
threatened structure or the right-of-way in the case of roads. If a public facility or
transportation corridor is found to be imminently threatened and at increased risk of imminent
damage due to site conditions such as a flat shore profile or accelerated erosion, temporary
erosion control structures may be located more than 20 feet waterward of the facility or
corridor being protected. In cases of increased risk of imminent damage, the location of the
temporary erosion control structures shall be determined by the Director of the Division of
Coastal Management or the Director’s designee in accordance with Subparagraph (a)(1) of this
Rule. Temporary erosion control structures may be used to protect properties that are
experiencing erosion when there are no imminently threatened structures on the property if an
adjacent property has an existing temporary erosion control structure that is in compliance with
the Commission’s rules. Temporary erosion control structures used to protect property without
imminently threatened structures shall be sited to align with and be no further waterward than
the most landward adjacent temporary erosion control structure;
(C)
any fill materials used in conjunction with emergency work for storm or erosion control shall
be obtained from an upland source except that dredging for fill material to protect public
facilities or transportation corridors shall be considered in accordance with standards in 15A
NCAC7H .0208; and
(D)
all fill materials or structures associated with temporary relocations which are located within
Coastal Wetlands, Estuarine Water, or Public Trust AECs shall be removed after the
emergency event has ended and the area restored to pre-disturbed conditions.
(2)
This permit authorizes only the immediate protection or temporary rehabilitation or relocation of
existing public facilities. Long-term stabilization or relocation of public facilities shall be consistent
with local governments' post-disaster recovery plans and policies which are part of their Land Use
Plans.
History Note:

Authority G.S. 113-229(cl); 113A-107(a),(b); 113A-113(b); 113A-115.1; 113A-118.1;
Eff. November 1, 1985;
Amended Eff. April 1, 1999; February 1, 1996; June 1, 1995;
Temporary Amendment Eff. July 3, 2000; May 22, 2000;
Amended Eff. May 1, 2013; May 1, 2010; August 1, 2002.Temporary Amendment Eff. July 3, 2000; May 22, 2000;
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